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FOREWORD

,

Educators are/being asked to approach their professional respionsibil-
ities with a degree of quality never required before during the hTrtory of
professional education. kConsequently, a major leaderShip rote of the West..
Virginia Board of Education,and the .West Virginia Department of Educatjdn
is that of_an advocate, espousirig, urging, and speaking out for educationbl
Improvement and'needed change in the areas of inservice education and con-
tinqing'education.

The purpose of A Competency-Based Workshop on Designing Learning
Systems for the West Virginia Department of Education, Division of Instruc- .

tional Learning Systems,Staff is to provide an example which generates sub=
stantive evidence for implementing and evaluating inservice workshops.

I believthis publication will stimulate thinking and provide insight
pertaining to the design, development, imOlementation, and evaluation of
ihservice workshops and continuing education programs.

I*
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Daniel B. Taylor

4State Superintendent of Schools
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PREFACE

. .
a

The Burhau of Learning Systems believes that a,major port -ion of its

'

r responsibility is stimulating and assisting educational communities in es-
tablishing and maintair*ig a learning system." This mission translated into
a goal statement ne8eS'sitIptes the Provision of programs for the development
of knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary fore educatiopaj pWrsonnel to

..suppot the attainment'of the.Educational Goals For West Virginia.
.y

'

. .The demand for quality in teaching indicates that generalities and
pliatitudes the past be replaced by precise description. This means in- ".
-service workshops, inservice education, and.continuing education ventures
must provide specific verifiable change/ instead of, mere talk of progress.'
Therefore, inservice workshops, inservice education, and continuing educa-'
tion programs-must be designed to meet the identified needs of professional
educators rather than workshops and prop:ams that are externally prescribed.

Consequently, the instructional behaviors, programs', and materials
developed for inservice'education and continuing education provams must be
sys±emafic, stimulating, psychologically sound, organized, and 'planned with
instructionalmaterials an media to meet the needsof the participant.

A Competerlcy-Based Workshop ,on.Designing Learning Systems for the
'West Virginia Department of Education, Division of Instructional Learning
Systems Staff exemplifies the problem-solving process- using a systems

'approach. The document serves as a model for designing, developing, imple-
menting, and evaluating inservice workshops and continuing education programs.

The Bureau of Learning Systems and the Division of Instructional 'Learning
Systems are committed, philosophically and psychologically, to learner-based

# decision-makitg. Although the entire staff of'the Division of Instructional
'Learning Systems was the focus of this inservice program, personnel._ Were
involved on an individualized and personalized basis.

. !The Bureau of Learning Systems wishes to extend acknowledgements to .the
bilthlors of this document and a special, noteof gratitude to the,personnel of

t the Division of Instructional, Learning Systems foe their involvement in this
project.:.1 In addition, thanks is extended to Merrill L. Meehari for Ibis efforts
in designing the,coverpf this document.

_

E .

Phil E Suiter
-Ass isfaht State Supei-intendent

Bureau of Learning Systems-
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INTRODUCTION

II

State departments of education have undeagone considerable role changes

since their inception. At first, state departments of education focused

0 -

regulation; i.e., the making of rules, maintenance of records germane to

those rules, and enforcement of the regulations when appropriate. The se o

stage in the development of the role,of'state departments of education was
.

that of providing much heeded services to local school systems. Currently

while,the regulatory and service functions have become operational, the focus

is on the leadership role. For example, West Virginia's Superintendent of

become thatSchools says!"The role of the State Department of Education has beco

of.an advocate, espousing, urging; and speaking out for educational improve

ment and needed change') (Taylor, 1975, p. 8).e ../ 4/1''

' One of the major state departrpent of education leadership functions is
,.

to stimulate activities dealing with innovative educational practices. Pre-

sumably,sumably, such activities will result in educational, projects, usually in the

form-of models, that are trandferable orgeneralizable to school systems

within the State. Assuming that,,such' innovatie, models are reliable and
. . .
v'elid,*then interested parties might, considertheir aOption!br adaption for

,

their own use. 4e
.. --- ..

v.
, ,

.

In the West Virginia Department of Equca0.; ibre46 of Leaning
. 1\

i _,.

ystenis is organized into three ,division ''° Us the SteniF+nagement

pp?outh," the divisions are responsible fdi'-' tfie lement_tion of the three
,

0 --.
.s , r

.31.1
s-,

broad go s of the Bureau. Among the planned aCtiviti,p4 projected t6'.'alphieve
__ 1

projected
,s. -z

,

these goals, each of the divisions of the Bureau; (luring the 19,5-76 schoot. ..(

9

rbr
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.year, imp4emented a leadership role and a new organizational structure.

Accprdingly, a Bureau position paperideveloped internally indicates that:

"Staff shodid onduct appropriate staff development sessions dealing with

s

tole?'the new.lead,e ship^tole" (Bureau of Learning'Systems,Ji.d.).

2

' The purpose of this:report is to document the implementation and evalua-
.

of a one-week competen6y7based workshop held in January, 076,.on designing

learning systeMs for the coordinators and curriculum development specialists
. ,

+of the Division of' lintruttional Learning Systems. - The main thrusts of the

Workshop were the development of an.innovative learning system model, training

the staff 'to become statqwide change agents town, -ds its'implementetion and

'subsequently perform the instructional behaviors demonstrated by the

leaders.

0
RELATED LITERATURE

4

The literature review foci were educatkinal.in'novations and the concept

of change orientation.
/

, Several schema for-classifying educatidnal innovations have been pro-

posed; they *are usually differentiated on the basiS of the thedretkal

ffamawork assumed by the classifier. Innovations have been-'tlassifiied7riost

often by their ,intended outcomes. ,Following this feamework, then, typical

outcomes focused on: (1) the curriculum, (2) Unstructidhal practices;_
(3) educational technology, and (4) educational administrration. _However,

,

the possibility of interaction among these classifications exists and does

occur -often in practice.

Nort- .111 educators agree that innova ions intheir fields can be class-

Hied. Hulland'Welq (1972)*tempted to classify innovationspi their
-/

i0 1 t,
af/ h.

if '
"."
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field of,ducation and develop a guide for evaluating innovations thus

classified. They found that "A taxonomy of innovations was deemed not

Possible with the present level of knowledge ,and technology.' Innovations

were difficult to define' (p. x).

The Educational Programs for Innovative Curriculum '(EPIC) developed an

evaluation model for:. organi,tationalstructures affecting educational programs.

The three climen,sional.structure includeethe following variables: behavioral

characteristics, instructional characteristics, and institutional character-
..

istics (PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation, 1971). Each of the three

,,
variables contained levels which then formed cells for classifying educuationaji

1

°grams..

.Although innovations are populai. topics APConveirsation and irtany are
, 7
7 .

vogue at any given time, numerous problems arise when educators attempt to

4

, . .

implement innovative programs. There are, however,some generalizations
4

which aid in the'adoption of educational innu4etions.
..:: , .
.....

The context in which an innovation is developed plays a large role in
,..

future adoption or adaption. Some innovations may work well in one
' .. .

caItext but fail miserably in another. The community, political, profes-
-i

.....

,,,,,,11s4pnatl, and economic contexts are sime of the iniportant. vajables in the,

4VA,.'' ' 44

implemen'tation of an innovation. Variati5ns between these.variables may be
o, m i-g, , . /

.
A

.

more portantthan objective information about the outcomes of a particular
. %.i.. . . ..'

j

innovation u
r

r consideration. Miles (1964) states that:
4,"

Educatiob inn .tions are almost never installed on their_
merits. Characterrstics'of the'local system, of.the inno-
vaing per2On or group, and of'othei. relevant groups often
outweigh the-impact of yhat the inpovation is. (p. 635)

The profestienal,Ad economic contexts may Cei4the most often cited
4

constraints inhibiting the adoption of.an knovation. The fir.t requirwent.

-
4i-rev
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. ..
,

of any prbposed change is that its goals-and objectives 'are clearl understood
s .

, .

by all the professionals involved in it9 execution. diffeHowever, r noes in -4. .

. ,

'"Ii..

. .

.

values, attitudes, and perceptions are bound to exist. In school settings,

administrators are.most often the decision-maker'concerning the:adOption of

new programs but` the "iMplementors" arambst often the teachers; in thejr
. k .

. .

hands rests the, ultimate success (or failure) of an innovation. Also, any

innovation requiring additional resources, either.money or time an nergy

Which equals money, is bound to be adopted slower than exp e-free innava-

tions. Hull and Wells' 1.972) research found that ministrators possessed

an "almost unique ConPrn" (p. 41) far the novation's costs and sources of

financial support when compared to other involved groups.

Rogers' (1962) di'ffusi research is the benchmark study far the'use_of

adopter group label He devised the following labels' to identify the va'rious
If..

. ,
,

.

:,...

adopter cate rles within a population: innovators, early adopters, early

ti

majo y, late majority; and laggards. These adopter groups fit the normal

curve as far as relative, time of adoption, is concerned (p. '162). It is

interesting to note that only 2.5 percent of a populat. ion
./
Sit into the

innovator group.

.Numerous change agent guides have been de4eloped to assjst irinavators',

In the adoption process. Havelock (1970) prepared a guide reflecting his

defi.nition of innovation as a process., This guide'emphasized the change

proalks areas qf: relationship,'diagnosies, acquisition, choosing, acceptanCe,

,and self-renewal. Bushnell (1972).formulated a six-step change process In-
.*

-eluding; diagnosis, objectives, constraints, potential solutions, evaluation,

andmplementatiOn.4 Other change process guides with similar categories have

been proposed.

co

12'
3

. .

4
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The potential adopter of'an innovation needs to consider its implemebta-
.

tiOn in terms of changes it demands of individuals. Lippitt (1968) focused
..

on the individual's internal, resistance to experimental programs. His study

, -

revealed innovators need to understand factorS within themselves b0ore they

can seriously commit the mselves to change to new ways of doing things.

Lippitt feels that "Us.ually 'dissemination agents_do an inadequate.job of

i help ing the potential adopter explore realistically the question: "Well,

.how ould this:fit )n.my situation?'" (p. 42).

The.attitudes'af-Individiials representing the existing system become.

the locus of attention for the, change agent.. The-importance of attitudes in

a person's behavior is a major consideration.- The necessity for determining

individual attitudes and understanding their relationships to behavior was

emphasized by Holloran (1967). He feels that "If we .know sofnething about

...a'individual4s ...attitudes... it hel_ys.to make sense and give meaning to

individual behavior and, in all probabilitxy it is the.,best basis for predic-

tion yet'devlsed".(p. 28). ,

Russell's ('1972) research concluded tha`1. chers' attitudet toward
.

,

educational change is reliably meaurable. Using the Change Orientation

Instrument especially developed for his study, Russell found. that "Early

adopters, as a group, have'significantly higher total change7orientation

scores tan the laggard group" (emphasis in the original, p. 48), Using .

. -

the same Change OrientatiOn Instrument, Adamsky (1973.) found "that the

correlation between the teachers' 9rientation to change and their adoption

. .

,

behavior [of using' behavioral objectives) was positive and statistically'

significant" (p. 101). . .

Hodgkihson (1974) sought to discover if there was a relationshi0 between
Aippc .

an in idual' yalues and his orientation erchange and, if,so, which values .



were they? He foidildiisix values which correlated significantly with change

rientaion. "The individual values equalitp true friendship, wisdom,

g. tive, and logical were ranked higher for innovator/early adopters

d the value inner harmony ranked higher (lower numerical rank) for the

laggards" (p. 54).

Rogers and, Shoemaker (1971) identified the five most important char-

acteristics of innovations which explain much of their adoption rates:
A

1. Relative advantage is the degree to which an innova-o
' tion is perceived as better than the idea it syper-
:seded.

2. Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation
is perceived as being consistent with the existing
values, past experiences,, and the needs of the
receivers. 1

.3. Complexity is the degree, to will/ch. an innovation is

perceived as difficult to understand and use.

Trialability is the degree to which an innovation
may be experimented with on a ljmited basis.

5. Observability is the degree to which the results
of an innovation are visible to otheri. (pp. 22-23)'

J

'WORKSHOP PLANNING PHASE

6

In, ,early Dedembe,, 1975, the workshop co- leaders met with the Directors
4

of the Division.of Instrudtional Learning Systems and the Division of Profes-

siona6Development Systems to formulate the learning system model,-establish
.46

the workshop goals,- and plan the gener41 instructional strategy.

, \ , ,

k I V %
1.___Arcey'as the learnIng syptem model--is an jdea or practice perCeiyed as new

'- 1 4, .! ,--' , -CI- Ag!

,,i .i 0 :,..-

. ,
'

. . ,

by 67,0ndividual; it matter little if the idea.or objective)
*At,

NIt''.
., -i....,

new. This not tOn gu epiworkshop planners in the development offl,thg:
11Ile'l

eV ..:;.

underlying.64sumption of the workshop planners was that an innovation-'-

learning system-mpde 'and the workshop instructional strailfgy.
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The learning system model developed by the workshop planning group was.

an expansion of the basic miriput-processes-output with alfeedback loop"'

model from systems analysis. The plinners adapted the instructional model

presented by Kibler, Gegala, Barker-,and Miles (1974). Additionelly, sol

concepts and' terminology presented in Learning Syst-a-m Dsign by Davis,.

Alexander, and Yelon(1974) were'ad'apted into the leaning system model.

Figure 1 illustrates the learning system model developed for the work-

shop. . The learning system model consists of the following seven elements:

rationale, objectives, preas,sessment, instruction, self7evaluation, evalua-:

tion, and feedback. At two points ih the model, the learner decides to take

one of two alternative courses of action. This model was conceived as an

Innovative practice for the Division of In4tructional Learning Systems staff

to learn and utiliie inthe4r primary job function. Also, it was thought by

thevorkshop planners..that a spin-off from the model was that-its general

systems approach would be applicable to the staff's other divisional respon-
_

such;as projected- activities, budget, conference, committee, and

communication functions.

Six broad workshop participant goals were formulated by thg planning

group. First, the workshop aimed at having each participant accept learning
(

system design as a viable educational practice. Closely allied with this

was the second goal of baying each participant recognize and/or match his/her

instructional values with he characteristics of competency-based education.

The third goal.vias to have each Participant share his/her expertise and assist

colleagues in achieving the workshop pbjectives. The fourtt) workshop goal
1

c
-required each participant o write instructional objectives reflecting the

domains and their levels of behavior. Fifth/the workshop sought to have

each partidipant analyze-the elements of the learning system model as

1
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Figure 1 'The Learning Sysstetil Model
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presented in the workshop. Last, each workshop participant was required:to

design an original example learning system appropriate to his/her divisional

responsibilities. These six goals stated as terminal objecties and their

related enabling objectives are appended to this report as Exhibit A:
,.4t,

Th dcessfgl implementation of the innovative learning sy.atem model
4, ,

.-" ..-
,-,_ 0.4 ,1"- et...

,,
requiriql t*b jnstrudi4ftistrategy of conducting the workshop (procesWto

.
, 7.

reflect the learning systeM c)psigh (product) that the partacipants in turn

.

develop. Both workshop to-leaders had utilized this approach successfully in

previous workshops and ins.titutes. Details of this instructional strategy

have been explained by Hobar and Friester (1974) and Meehari (1976). Basically,

the, emphasis On the individualWorkshop participant to perform required
T

cdMpetencies, :rather than merely possess knowledge about them. Hobar and
4; vJ

.s/P lester(1974) explain the instructional strategy thus:

1n actuaj--Aplication, workshop participants are encour-
aged ai:ttle outset to establish openly-their beliefs
about in4tuction and learning and to,formulate their
objective,t for the workshop. Next, the workshop partic-
ipahteke given the terminal and enabling objectives
for-t-heiworkshop--this composite of participant and
consuft-Ants objectives establishes the learning 'targets'
to be mastered in the workshop. Following informal and
formal preassessments, tha workshop participants advance
at their own learning rate toward mastery of the objec-
tives within the time limitations of the given workshop:

Under these circumstances, the workshop participants':,
aptitude criterion timelines-(time needed to learn) eft

. facilitated by anarray of personalized learning alter-,
natives and stimuli, individualized and small group
conferences, peer appraisals, negotiation of:criteria,
self-evaluation, and formative and summative eValuation..

(P. 3)

WORKSHOP. PARTICIPANTS

-- mr-T
The 19 workshop participants included the full-staff of 04Division of

,,,,,,, ;;-,,,. ,
:-",

Instructional Learning Systems less
4

the Director and his Assistant. Three'

18
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participants were coordinatt5rs for specific. excels of schooling, one par-
6

\, , ., .

, ,

ticant was the coordinator for school accreditation in the state and the

other 15 participants were curriculum development specialiSts for particula'r

subject disciplines such as language acts, health education,musio,,or
%

industrial arts education. Data on the participants' sex, age category,

educational level, number of years of teaching experience, number of years NNN

4b21"1°.1r

of administrative experience, and the level of schooling most identified

with were elicited on a Personal Data Questionnaire (PDQ) administered during

the workshop.

The workshop participants included ten males and,nine females. Their

ages ranged from the 26-30 category to the 61-65 category; tenof th9 par-

ticipants were between the ages of 36 and 45, five were between the ages of

26 and 35, and four were between,46 and 65. The master's degree was_the

highest educational level attained by two participants, the Master's degree

plus additional credits was the level of 16parti,cipants, and one participant

had an earned, doctor's degree. The mean number of'years of teaching-e4erience

for the group was 11.53 with a range of 3 to 28 years.. Tie mean number of%

years of supervisory or administrative exper0e.was 8.44 with a range of

one-half to 22 years. Five of the participants identified or dealt most

with the elementary level, nine participants identified with the secondary

level, and five of the participants dealt with the.elemintary and secondary

education levels combined.

The Assiqtant to the Director of-the Division aided in the implementation

of the workshop by serving as an omsbudsman between the workshop co-leaders

and the participants. He also performed the services of: iassisting in

discussions; Conducting individual,conferences; relating to certain partic-

ipants; providing formative evaluation feedbdi0; providing clarification of

19
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14,

divisional' responsibilities; and schedulingaudio-visual equipment, con-

ference. space, ahd typists.
7 ,

. ,

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

'11

The pdsture assumed by the workshop planners was that the evaluation
t,

effort should be rooted in the process 4hd product of the workshop. Stated

differently, outcomes should be consistent with the workshop'goals and in-

structionalmethodology. Assessment- of the workshop processes and products

was conducted via a preassessment device administered before the workShop,

a set of instrumtnts administered durinrthe first,and last hours of the

workshop, and by the maintenance of a master p erformance record for the
4

group

A 12-item preassessment c cklist, serving as a
5

diagnostic device, was

cortipleted by each participant a ,his/her work station approximately two

weeks before the workshop. Aha ysis of the preassessment checklist responses

ishdicated the general .level of perceived competence each participant reported ,

for the workshop goals. Based on these checklist responses, groups of indi.0

viduals requiring similar types of instructional assistance were identified .'
o-

prior to,the actual workshOp.

The most important focus of product evaluation involves the number of

particip73nts successfully achieving the explicitly stated workshop enabling

objectives which were made public prior to instruction, The 2p specific

enabling objectives were collapsed into 10.performance record statements as

shown in Appendix A. Assessments of these data help analyze the effec-

tiveness of the mastery learning approach of the workshop. Bloom, Hastings,

and Madaus (1970 express the view that "given sufficient time and appropriate

20
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12

types of help, 95 percent of studerits'(the top 5 percent plus the,next 90'.

percent) can learn a subject. with a high degree of mastery" (pi 46). The

,

onus is on instructors to select strategies that will'take individual

differerices in terms'of characteristics and needs into 'consideration in

helping learners achieve mastery of learning tasks. Participants Were

encouraged to recycle product's till criteria were met.and various tactics

were employed toward meeting the individual differences of the wor4hdp --

particiOnts. ti

/
Table+1 presents mastery of the performance record statements data-for

the workshop particjpants. Ali 19 participants mastered seven'of-the 10,

performance reword statements:
'N\

Performance record statements two, seven,

and might were mastered by 18 of the -19 participants. For the entire group,,

#/ 187 out of 190 performance record itatements,were mastered for an overall

completion percentage rate of 98.4%. This figure strongly suppOrts the

position taken by Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus concerning the mastery learning
.. . . ..4

. . .
. .

,

concept. Moreover, there is every reason to believe that allowing more time

for completion would be meeting the individual needs and characteristics of

thosg participants' not demonstrating total mastery** the clOsing hour of

4
the intensive frre- day workshop. *.

The Values inventOry Page, (VIP) was a simple paper arf perril device

to ascertain participants' self - 'reports of importance given the values

! equality, true friendship, wisdom, imagination, logic, and inner harmony.

The purpose of the VIP was an attempt to identify'the early adopters and

laggards within the group by extending HodgkinSon's research. tach par-

! r

ticipant indicated the importance he/she gave each value by marking a point ,

On a 1 to 10 contin.uum (ten being the highest point value). Next, they ranked

the values on their importance from one (the highest) to.six (the lowest). !,

/

2 1 . ,
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Table 1

Mastery, of Per'formance Record StateMentsa by Participants

.
-.

Performance

,Record
Statement -

Number of

'Participants
Completing
Mattery .1

a

,o
' k a

1 19
---.

. .

2 18 .

.3 19.

4 19

5 .t. 19'

6 19
4

7 '18"

-8 18

9, 19

Id 19

'Percent
Completing
Mastgrjeb

100

100

lop ,

1'94.7

94.7

a See text and Exhibit A for 'an explanation of these statements.:

'bThe overall completion rate fpr all performance recorestatements
by the total group was 98.4%. .0

In scoring the VIPs; it was determined that.the workshop participants'

were reluctant todUferentiaL4ihe importanci they placed'on the_ds.i/N.vglues

as noted by; (a) several participants marking "ten" for afi six values;

(b) some participantp chose.not to complete this portion of theti strumener.°'

. . .

and (c) others wrote question marks over the value scales. Howeyer,-it was
OP ,

possible to score the participants' ranktnds of the values. The combined
. e

participdnts' rankings of the six values before and after the workshop appgar

in Table 2.
.

One observateon'glened from the data .dr Splay is that the grodw

/7

I

from,the

0
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Table 2-

Participants'. Ranking, of Values Before and After the Workshop
,

Value
Before Workshop . After Workshop

Ranking Rankin-4-

Wisdom 1 1

Inner Harmony 2 ,2

True Friendship 3
w 4 .).

4 \

Equality ...

4 ..,i. 3

Logic ,

.

5
.f

5

'Imagination 6
,

'as a whole ranked the value inner harmony_seCond Toth before and after the

workshop. Recall that Hodgkinson found this value to be correlated signif-
t

icantly with changb orientation: inner harmony ranked higher for the 1gards

_

than the early adopters. Also,lother than the change in the ranking positions
.

/of true friendship and equality before and after the,workshop, +the values were
',

4
-

ranked rather consistently by the group.

The Self-ratings of Workshop Topics (SOWT) instrument elicited partic-
,

,

ipants' self-reports about knowledge and experience im;if curriculum concepts.

Curriculum topics specifically related to the workshop were contained in a
A

..t.,

list of 23 curriculum concepts. The self-ratings response range was a con-:

tinuum from 1 (The term has,no meaning to meYto.5 (I have studied the topic =.'

".

. .

in depth and/or have had much contact through observation or practice). It
. _ .

wa§ hypothesized that posttest results'of selected items undeFstudy would

,differ significantly from pretest scores. The staistical,procedve used to

analyze these data is the t-test for dependenesaMpfes with a matched pairs

23

0
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degtgn 1Blalock, 1972). In this design the same individuals are compareao

before and'afte an experimental variable has been introduced. Thus, this

design analyzes a pair of scores for each participant as a 'heck of group*

differenceS of self-ratings. The experimental variable ithis case was

the competency-based .staff development workshop.-

Sesplts of the pre- and posttest administrat4on of the self-ratjAps of

curricUlUm concepts are .ClisPlayed in Table 3. Pretest means indicate the

4

\ Table 3

Meam.,Scoresa,and t Value's' for Participants'
, . . 4

Self-Ratings of Curricular Concepts,

'Curr iculum- Pretest
Concept X .

Posttest
$ )(

t. Level of
Value Significance

Dom"ains of Behavioi 4.00 4.47 -3.3 .01

.Flowcharting 1 3.4/72 4.37 . , -5.66 :001
, --

Instructional Objectives
.

4.42 - 4.63 -2.20 .05

'A Learning System Model 3.21 4:57 . -5.62 .601

Criterion-Referenced
Measurement

.

3.68 3.84 -0.83 NS ---,

Competency-Based Education 3.68 4.26 -3.64 .01 4

c":"

__ , h

...

.

, aPossible response range was 1-5.
v 5

X 0
A

participants had either a general idea or some specific kri, dge and/or
,.. _

experience with the six curriculum concepts analyzed. They were most con-
.

fident about :instructional objectives and domains, of behavior, The hypothesis

4°-
that posttest 4Teans would differ'significantly from the pretest means was

supported for five*of the, six workshop topics.* Significant differences were

2.1

O
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_attained-for the topics Of domains of behavior, flowcharting, instructional

objectives, a, learning system model, and competency-based education. ,`Only
0 4

the topic of criterion-referenced measurement failed to regAs4t4,-a- significant Tit.

difference.

Assessment of participant attitudes-towards the workshop, its instruc-,

tional strategy, the learning system model, and the co-leaders were elicited

from two opinionnaires administered at the conclusion of the workshop. First,

.
the POst Workshop'Evaluation (POWE) instrument obtained participants' attitudes

about: (a) the workshop enabling objectives, .(b) the workshop learning acfiv-

ittes, (c) the workshop Co-leaders, (6) the evaluation and feedback techniques,

and (e), open reactions. Second, attitudes toward competency-based education,

the learning systetil model, and the total staff development workshop were ob-

.

tained,thr6Ugh the administratio of Remmers' Scale for Measuring Attitudes

ToWard Any Practice.

Responses to Parts I and Ik of the POWE are presented in Table 4. Here

it is shown that the participants held favorable attitudes toward the workshop

enabling objectives. All Participants either s ;rongly agreed or agreed the

objectives helped them recognize what.performances they accomplished and

also prescribed' standards which helped them self=evaluate their performances:

Almost 9.5% strongly agreed or agreed the workshop objectives were relevant,

models in their objective writing efforts and nearlyAb% felt the objectives

helped them recognize specifically how well they completed the expected

performances. About 80% felt the objectives were structured so they could

self-pace their learhing 'throughout the week.

Table 4 discloses the participants holding favorable attitudes toward

the workshop learning activities. All participants -etiher strongly agfeed

or agreed that__ ndividual conferences with the co-leadershelped learning

25
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"Table 41'

Participants' Attitddes Toward the WorkshOplEnabling Objective

_-.%
%---and the Workshop Learning Aciiivitles--

Evaluatioh Item

17

Percenta Percent
Strongly Per t Percent Strongly
Agree gree Disagree Disagree

°:" The,workshop.enabling objectives:

1. helped me t:, recognize spec-
. ifically what performance I

. -

, did during the workshop 57.9 A2.1 0 .. 0

2% helbed me to recOgni.ze spec-
, ifixallyhow well I cqppleted

. the expected, performances 47.4 .. 42.1 10.5
y

0

3.- prescribed stanOrds whic
I helped me to self-evalu

,--

rliy performaKces
4

--42,1:-
-

4. were structured so that
/

I

.4 could self-..pace'My leernin9 ,
.

throbghout the week 26.3

5. were relevant in terms of
providing me with a mOdel-
to follow in my Objective
writing efforts 36.8
.. 4

The workshop learning activities:

6. were-helpful to meaningful
learning .d. 31.6

'.

. 7. were varied enough to 'suit
26.3

.

8. afforded me options to
master the workshop ,

Nt
objectives ,-. 44.4

9. helped me, to learn in in-

dividual conferences With
'the wnfksbop' co-leaders 63.2/

10. helped 66,T-to ;14earn from my

peers'in small groups or,
in one to one sessions'-' 63.11"

57.9

ff-
52.6- :21.1 0

57.9 5.3
N

0

57.9 15.8 0

57..9 15.8' * 0

4...,

f /
38:9 11-1 . O,

36.a 0 0

1

5.3 0

apecoentages were computed excluding the omits; only one omit was
observed for these items.

AO'
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while'nearly 95% held the same opinions aboUt small group or one-to-one

sessions with their peers. About 90% of the particidCnts strongly agreed

or agreed the workshop learning activities afforded them options to master,.

.the workshop objectives. In only a few cases did a workshop participant

disagree with any of the positively stated attitudinal items ,and only ill

one case did a participant strongly'disagree with an item in Table 4.

STable 5 displpsioarticipapts' ratings of the workshop evaluation and

feedback techniques. Participants' possible ratings ranged from a high'of

Table 5

.

Participants' Ratingsa of Evaluation and Feedback Techniques

Evaluation and/Or
Feedback Technique

.
NPretest

r.

,Performance Record

:'-'"-Sample Learning

stem Evaluation
eeksheet

0

;

--t
Written Feedback

Oral Feedback'

Highly
Impbr:-

tant

Very

Impor-

tant

Impor-

tant

Not Too
Inipor-

tant

Unim-
por -.

tant

21,1 42.1 15.8 10.5 10.5

36.8. 26.3, 21.1 0 15.8

42.1 15.8 15.8 5.3 5.3

57.9 15.8 15.8 5.3 5.3

'33.3 33.3 27.8 46 0

'aReported as percentages of those responding excLuding the omits;,
only one omit was observedifor these items.

5 (very important) to a low of '(unimpqrtant). The majority of the partit-
o

ipants felt each of five evaluation and fgedbackytechniques were either

highly important or very important.. Nearly 74% of the group felt oral feed-
,

backiwas hiphlx important or very important while 67% of the participants

--- felt the same way about the written feedback-. The other three evaluation

"06
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and feedback techniques ofpreest, the performance record, and the sample

learning system evaluation checklist were all rated eitherhighly important

or very important by 58% to 63% of the participants. A few individuals felt

each of five evaluation and feedback techniques were Unimportant.

Workshop participants' ratings of the co-leaders' instructional, efforts

are shown in Table 6. The possible ratings ranged from a high of 5 (highly

. :Table 6
0041.

Participants.' Ratingsa of Workshop Co-leaders
t.

Highly . V ry Hardly
Workshop Co-leaders' Effec- 'OFfec- Effec- Effec- ineffec-

. Instructional Practice tive tive tive tive five

,Presentation of materials_
and information in full

_ OrPuP settings

Instruction in small
group settings

Instruction in individual
conferences

Overall helpfulness and
attitude,in.flalding

to solve problems

_ .

Organization of learning
materials and learning
activitiesctivities

_ _

15.8 26.3

...-
,-1,

33.3 3.3
.

,

68::4 31.6

52.6 26 . 3.

31.6 42.1

.

36.8 15.8 5.3

:

', 1

214

15.8

0

0

aReported as-percentages of those responding excluding the omits;
only one omie'was observed for these items.

effective) to a low oT 1 (ineffective). All participants rated the co-
.

-* -

leaders as highly effective or very effective at instruction 3n individual

conferences. Nearly 80% of the participants felt the co-leaders were highly

or Very effective in heiroverall helpfulness and attitudes in aiding to

7
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solve problepr-while nearly 74% held similar opinions regarding the co-
,

leaders' prganization of learning-materials and learning activities'. TWO-
.

thirds of the group felt the co-leaders were highly effective or very

effective in small group settings.' Less than half the group (42.1%) felt

the co- leaders were highly effective or-very effective in the presentation
4 '

pf materials and Information in full group sessions while 2-1.l% rated the

co-Leaders as hardly effective or ineffective at this specific instructional
4_

mode.

Finally, the fifth part of the POWE instrument elicited participants'

open reactions to the workshop. A total of 25 open comments were volunteered

by the group; these comments were coded as being positive, negative, or

neutral. Sixteen positive comments, six negativekomments, and three neutral

comments were offered by the participants. ,Following is a sample of, the

positive open comments from the partiCiOants:

"A workshop should be for work_Lag one was."
. .

"This'workshop has given us a common. tool for communication."

"With the exception of a few instances,' the workshop was a
fantastic experience forme. The ihteraetion 141*'n working

Lndlvidually [with a co-leader] was beneficial. I feel

,more competent to attempt tasks which are My responsibility."

"it seems to me that I did rather weil.--!grew.'"

"The workshop was very helpful and. I am eager to get on
ith implementing the systems approach in my own area of

,

responsibility."

"I really liked the way we were allowed to progress through

- the system and deal with our individual needs. It was a

4good example of CBE.".

"I really liked the way individualization was conducted with
.thejearner."

really liked the way cc-leaders and colleagues helped

'out with problems."

2J
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"I really liked the way the materials and leaders were wells
prepared."

Participants' attitudes toward the workshop.were also obtained and

-analyzed by Remmers' Scale for Measuring. Attitudes Toward AnyPractice.
414

Remmel-s' Scale yielded the degree to which the group liked or disliked the

piactices of: (a) competency-based education, (b) the learning system model,

and,(c) the staff development workshop. Remmers states that 6.0 is the

dividing point betwe,en fivorable and unfavorable attitudes; mean scores

above 6.0 denote favorable attitudes while mean scores below that figure

denote unfavorable attitudes. Table 7 displays the results of the adMin7

Table 7

Mean Scoresa.for Participants' Attitudes Toward Workshop Topics

Topic N

Mean
Score

Standard
Deviation

9

Competency -Based Education 19 8.34. '0.91

The Learning System Model 19 -- 8.31 0.89

This Staff Development Workshop 19 7.95 1.16

aSource: Remmers' Scale for Measuring Attitudes Toward Air Practice,
copyright, Purdue Research Foundation, 1960.

istration of Remmers' Scale. The resultant data display shows..the participants

held favorable attitudes towards all three topics. Also,-the participants

,gage very 'similar mean scores to the three workshop practides.

30
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CONCLUSIONS

A major conclusion based upon the findings presented in this document

is that an intensive,.competency-based, mastery learnineworkshop.can_be an
' -

effective diffusion strategy for statewide curriculum leaders to develop

learning systems. Workshop participants mastered more than 98% of their

workshop enabling objectives. 'Significant pre-posttest differences on

participants' self-rating of competence with five1/4of six wor#sho-OuriicaUil

,

concepts were noted. Participants held favorable attitudes toward the work-

' shop enabling objectives, workshop learning activities, and the evaluation

and feedback techniques. 'Further, the majority of the group rated the wpirk-

shop co-leaders as highly effective or very effective on four of five in-

-structional tactics. Many favorable comments were volunteered 'by the

participants. In 'addition, attitudes of the participants toward three

workshop practices were rated favorably-6y a separate evaluation instrument.

A second conclusion basedsupcia_an:anatySit of participants' responses

to attitudinal items and their open comments is that the use of explicitly

stated instructional. objectives combined with individual conferencing with

participants seems to be the most appreciated instructional tactic by

these statewide curriculum leaders. One-hundred pei-cent of the participants

strongly agreed or agreed that the use of specific workshop objectives helped

them recognize eactly what they did and also provided standards which helped

them self-evaluate their performances. Also, 100% of the participants agreed

the individual conferences with workshop co-leaders helped their, learning

and they rated the co-leaders as most effective at this instructiondel tactic.

Oral feedback was rated as the most important evalua -ti-on and feedback techniqde

during the workshop.

31
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A final conclusion based on the overall data composite is that the

statewide curriculum leaders in this workshop possess the competencies and

attkalks representative of a proactive state department, leadership role.
r4.<

Ali -that remains to be seep is the actual diffusion of the learning system

model in their divisional functiOns and projected activities.

__AECOMMENDATIONS

Based on theexperiences of the innovation diffusion strategy described

herein, the following recommendations are made:

1. The elements of the learning systems model operationalizedin

this workshop should be utilized by the statewide curriculum.

'leaders as a diffusion strategy.

2. Follow-up data s ould.be collected relative to the participants A

on-the-job behaviors regarding the implementations of the in-

novative learning syste del.

3. The use the competency-base orkshops should be considAred

seriously by other State Department o ucation bureaus and

divisions adopting innovations for'their staff. Data should

be collected to assess their effectiveness.

4.. The use of full group or small group follow -up sessions for

those staff members requesting or requiring aid in the

implementation of the learning system model Should be con-

sidered by the Director of the Division of Instructional

Learning Systems.

82
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EXHIBIT A

ki ST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT" OF EDUCATION

BUREAU O'F LEARNING. SYSTEMS

DI ISION-70t INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNINGSYSTEMS

WORKSHOP TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (TO) AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES (EO)

Each,workshop participant will accept learning system design as a
viable, educational alternative. .

E01 Provided an opportunity in small and large-group activities
dealing with value systems, each workshop participant will.
share his/her personal beliefs about learning systems by
completing the activity as directed by the workshop leaders.

E02 Given large group, small group, and individtial instruction on
the learning system model, shown a relevant example learning
system, and given a standardized format for an example learning
system model,, each workshop participant will demonstrate comr
petency in learning system design by preparing an original
wtample learning system that: (1) 'contains, as a minimum, all

the components listed in the standard format, and (2) is suit-

for implementation within your divisional 'responsibilities%

Eac4.workshop participant will share' his /her expertise and Assist:
colleagues_in achieving the workshop objectives.1_

E03 During the workshop week devoted to developing learning systems,N,
each woi-kihop'participant will, at least once, share his/her
expertise about a topic Under discussion'by the whole group.

o ,

E04 During the Workshop week devoted to developing learning systems,
each workshop participant will voluntarily assist at least'one
colleague in achieving his/her workshop objectives.

,Each workshop participant will recognize and/or match his/her in-
TO structionai values with the characteristics of Competency-Based v

Education.

E05 During a values inventory, activity or in conference with,the
,workshop leaders, each workshop participant will recognize
and/or match his/her instructional valpes with the character-
istics of Competency-Based Education. Mastery of this objec-
tive will be attained when the participant matches,a minimum
pf four self-perceived value's with four characteristics of
CBE es presented.

35
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Workshop Objectives - 2 4

Each workshop participant will write instructional'objectives
fl-ecting the domains and leVels of learning.- * .

-.

E06 Given an unordered listof cognitive, affective, and psycho-
motor instructional objectives; each workshop participant will
categorize via multiple choice selectiong" the objectives into
the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains of behavior
according to the criteria established by Bloom, Kraihwohli and.
Simpson., Mastery evals 9 out of ten instructional 'objectives,
categorized correct1).' 4

A7:

E07 Given a list of cognitive, affective,and psychomotor instruc-
`'tional objectives, each workshop partiCipant will dateggrize
the levels within doMains of learning of the:objectivee..
Mastery will be attained when the participant can identify-
instructional objectives for any two levels for each domain of
learning according to criteria established by Bloom, Krathwohl,
and Simpson.

,E08 Given a,list of instructional objectives written for the three
domains of levning, each workshop participant will discriminate
the element's olk terminal objectives and enabling objectives by
identifying the following five elements successfully 99 of the,.,
time: (1) learner term, (2) performance, (3) content term,
(4) conditions, and (5) criterion,.

E09 As a result of the achieving the competency level for the re-
ceding two instructional.objectives and participating inA4fk:
shop learning alternatives, each workshop participant will
demonstrate competency in writing Terminal:Objectives and
Enabling Objectives by preparing one original TO and one
original EO foreach of the domains of learning. Each TO will'
contain a learner term, a performance term, and a statement of
content while each EO will contain the aforementioned plus a
statement of conditions, and the criterion. .Additionally,
each TO will be related to each EO by each E0 being written at
.least one level less in its domain according to criteria estab-
lished by Bloom, Krathwohl, and Simpson.. Maatery of this objec -,
tive is 5 out of 6 objectives.

0t

4Eac6 workshop participant will analyze and evaluatethe components of
TO hei learning system model as presented.,

EO
10 Given instruction on education terminology, each

ticipant will:define the term model as it pertain
theory orally orAin writing by defining it,wrthr
sentences, containing the essence of the term pr
it from two other related, but different, terms.,

E011 Given a blank sheet of paper, each workshop participant will
identify the dements of the' Type II- learning system model -by
drawing and labeling the model as presented.'

cational

ifferentiati,ng

36',.
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Workshop ObjectivesAr 3

E012 Following vari us.learning alternatives pertaining to the
element. ofeth Type II learning system model, each workshop
Participant wi orally or in writing explain each element
with a "!mini cane sentence each.

E013 Following various learning alternatiVes pertaining to the
-.- elements of 'the Type-41-learOng system model, each workshop

participant will orally or in writing explain the relationships/
interactions of elements of the model. Mastery level for the

.-- objective is 'a minimum of four elements selected by the work-
._ shop leader explained with p minimum. of one sentence each.

,E0114 After writing An original example learning system, each par-
ticipant will evaluate his/her work by completing an instructor-
prepared evaluation checklist without leaving any blanks and
which is 90% agreement with a workshop leader's evaluation.

Each workshop participant will de$ign an original example learning
-syslem-4Propriate to his/Iler divisional responsibilities.

E015 Following instruction and provided'examples1 each workshop'par-
4 ticipanf will draw and identify a minimum of three flowchart

__symbols as presented during the instruction.

E016 Following instruction and after identifying three flowchart
symbols, each workshop participant will explain the three '-

symbols eithe'r orally or in writing with a minimum of, one
sentence each with characteristics congruent with the
instruction.

E017 Following instruction and affer completing the above two objec-
tives, each workshop participant will,flowchart his/her learning
system activities. Successful mastery will be attained.when:--
(1) a minimum of two entry/exit points are identified and
symbolized, (2) a minimum of five.process_actiNities are iden-
,tified and symbolized, and (3) a minimum of two decision points
are identified and symbolized and two alternative leaders are
drawn.,

A4

E018 After preparing original enabling objectives (one for each
domain of learning), each warklhop participant will select a
minimum of two learning activities for his/her example learning
system which are congruent with-the previously, prepared
objectives.

1.7

k0
19

After writing original enabling objec'ti'ves arid` selecting con-

gruent learning activities.for ,Ilis/her example learning system,
each workshop participant will write criterion items for their
example ,learning system preassessment, selfassessment, and
poSt-assessinent devicesWhich are congruent with the previously
prepared objectives according to the Mager Objective -
checklist.

4P l'7
4r4! I,
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Workshop Objectives - 4.

EO Gfven\.6ernative learning activities and relevant resources
during the workshop' week, each workshop participant will

rite an,original example-learnjngapproOriate to his/her
ivisional responsibilities. Sticcei'Sful completion of this

a tivity will be attained when the example hearaing system
co tains a rationale, learning objectives, a prgassessmOt
de ce, decision points, learning activitieI, and media/
resources, a self-assessment device, and a post-assessment
devi e according to ihe criteria estabTishedjn the
'Components of the Learning System."

o , r

O

29
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APPENDIX A:

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTIONAL MATERrAtS

5
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

RATIONALE

1-4f There has been.a wide range of discussion about Competency-Based
Education (CBE) with strong voices rising to be counted for the nays and
aye. ,Competency-based education may be compared to the parable of the ,

three Wind men who, while walking in the woods, came, upon an elephant.,
The first blind man, who only felt the trunk of the elephant, thought he
was feeling a snake. The second blind man, who only felt the ear of the
elephant, thought he had found an unusual plant and the third blind man, ,

who felt the stomach.of the elephant, knew he found a whale. likewise,
CBE is many things to many people. Some people see it as behavioral
objectives, others see it as individualized modules, and still others
see it as flowcharting. In reality, it is all of those things and more.

The purpose of this- workshop learning system is to share with you
several elements of, CBE. We hope the end result will produce a cleArer
picture of CBE and more importantly improve the teaching/learning process
in the State of West Virginia.

-424
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DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I.L.S. STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

34.

14

1

I.

2.

3

4.

5.

6.

Accept learning system design as a viable educational

.,Share expertise grid assist colleagues in pjbieving
objectives.

Recognize and/or match your instructional
istics of Competency -Based Edupition.

Write instructional objectives reflecting the
learning.

Analyze and evaluate the components of the
presented in the workshop.

alternative. 4-

the workshop

dig

lues with the character-

domains and levels of

learning system model

appropriate for yourDesiln an original example learning system
divisional responsibilities.

"
1
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INSTRUCTIONAL BELIEF SYSTEM

p
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36

All of us have some value system which serves as a guide'for what we
eventually do. Within that value orientation5 we educators have a sub-
system related to our personal beliefs about education in the schools.
TOose values we hold regarding education provide a frame of reference for
our perspnal professional goals. In addition, we tend to select profes-
sional° activities related to our value system.

The issue then is, "How is one's value system related to education in
general like, or different from, the characteristics related to Comp'etency-
Based Education (CBE)?" We maintain that'if educational leaders were to
specify their personal.values and assumptiont about education, they would
find significant similarity between those persdnal values and the charac-
teristics found in CBE. lo

The learning outcomes iticipated in this activity rests solely upon
the accurate identification of your personal value system and the open
interaction with your colleagues and workshop consultants. Within these

simple guidelines, the broad goals suggest that you will:

1. Understand the values that are at play in your personal
belief system.

'2. Compare your values with the values end assumptions
relateeto Competency-Based Education.

3. Accept the fact tOt though there are some differences,
these differences are not insurmountable.

46



VALU IN THE CLASSROOM*

STEP - 1: ..

Below are twenty-two values that might be displayed in u ys in a

classroom. to your ideal classrooT which are your top., t? lace a 1

next 'to the quality you value most in your classroom, a '2 iiixt to the

second most important, and a 3 next to the thii-d most important..?
. ,

STEP - 2:

Freedom

,Rigidity

Self-directioh

Personal Choice

Quiet

Dogmatism

Orderliness
4'

Favoritism

Creativity

Alienation

Chaos Mutual Respect

Laughter Privacy

Passivity Equality

Decision Making Dominance

Fear Fairness

Purposef'ulness Love

37

Now take a felt marker and list, in order, the three values you chose on a
3 x 5 card so that the words Can be seen by others.

STEP - 3:
1Walk around the room until you meet with other Educational Leaders dis-
playing the same or nearly the same,-values as you have indicated on your
3 x 5 card. Cluster into sniall'groups of 4-5 Educational' Leaders.

STEP - 4:

Discuss the values identified by your groUp and mate
acteristics related to Competency-Based Education.

. STEP - 5r

them w.l.th

----'''WFT-rec7a-t-yotrr-group-s--findin-gs:-atic--siia-rt them with the-ta-1g-twiltr.----;

*SoUrce: Discovering Your Teaching Self, by Richard L. Curwin
and Barbara Schneider Fuhrmann. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1974.

47
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CHARACTERISTICS4OF COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION*

1. The main indicator of student achievement is ability vp do the job
effectivelY,and efficiently.

4

2. Learnings (competencies) are presented in small learning units or
modules, combinations of which are-designed to help students ire

full competence.

,3. Entrance requirements. are not of paramount concern, Students start
where they are. If. they are not ready,fhiY are to become
ready.

c

4. Provision is made for different s among students in their styles of
learning by providing them with various alternate paths for acquiring
competence.

5. Instruction is individualized/Personalized and systematically planned
for as an integral part of the'education program.

6. The learning experience of the individual is guided by continuous
evaluation and feedback.

, , , ,

7. The learner is held accountable for performance.
0 0 , -

8. Instructors are held accountable for the extent to which students
ocquire the desired competencies within the limits dictated by their

Aphides. ,.

a° a
1

9.. Public sharing of .the objectives, criteria, means of assessment, and(
,)ralternative activities. .

.

07

*Source: Johnson, Charles' E. Journal of Teacher Education, 1974,

P. 355-356.

48
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COMPONENTS OF THE LEARNING SYSTEM
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Described below are components of a learning system. Some questions
are Included to help you prepare these components of your learning °system.

I. CONCEPT: An abstract idea generalized from specifics - a title.
"What is the main theme of the system?"

o

e'

RATIONALE: This is an indication to the learner as to why the .

system/package is to be completed. In-Other words, it is a

justification for involving a learner's-efforts wi,th a particular
concept, skill, or attitude. It is a good idea to comnunicate to
the learner how this system-relates to the total. scope . sequente
of your instruction.

III. .LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Behaviorally stated expected lear utcomes.
"Specifically, what will bei#xpected of the learner when he has,
completed this system/package?" These objectives will contain

- statements of the conditions under Which the objectives will be
performed, a description_of-the-observable performance that will
be accepted as evidence'that learning has taken place, and a listing °,

of the criteria or standards that will be used as the basis for
i''-evaluation. Any choice-Of reputable objective writing formats and_r_

7termenoloy are acteptable.--Other nameSiir componentcomponf
could be: behaviO'al objectives, instructional objeCtives, enabling
objectives, performance-objectives. This will depend upon the source
you use for objective writing format;

IV. PRE-ASSESSMENT: A pre-evaluation which identifies, "What does tile
learner know about the concept, etc. before beginning?" Sometimes.
called a PRETEST.

V
.;"4.

V. POINT OF DECISION! commitment is necessary at this point. The
learner must chooie the 0W-if-appropriate to his/her knowledge ofthe-
subject and most successful mode of learning., He/she must answer,

at various times, the f011owing questions: 1) "Which activity or
form of media is the most appropria
objectives of this system/package, 2) should I go on to the post-
assessment or go back and try a different type of activity, and
3) are there additionai.espects of this concept wRIch"lillight_
-further pursue?" This a point between spalfic aspects of the
system/package' and usually occurs as directions or instructions.



;
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Components of the Learning System 2

VI. IN TRUCTION/LEARNINGACTIVItIES: Diversified learning activities
nd multimedia utilized to master the objective of the system/

package. "What means are available so that theilearner may master
te objectives of-thfs system/package?" Accommodations for different
learning styles should be provided for in this component.

_VII, _SELF-EVALUATION: Self-assessment of progress toward achieving the,
objectives'and answers the learner's qqestion, "How well have f
mastered the objectives?" Sometimes called a SELF-TEST.

VIII. DECISION: Similar to component number V described above.

IX. EVALUATION: This,post-assessment determines if the learner has
successfully mastered the objectives of the system/package. "Can
he now do what the objective (and incidentally, -the instructor)
expected of him?," Usuallj, adrignistered by the instructor an
affords an excellent time to ar-arwe for individual conferences.
Sometimes calleda POST -TEST or MASTFfYTEST..

X. FEEDBACK: This component of the sysfem provides Information to the
. originator of the system /package,,, end the learner also, regard4ng
the reliability and validity of/the learning,abjectives component.
Feedback-may also provide valuable infOrRation c9ncerning other
components of the systembkage.

'11

:;.147g,

'50
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a

OBJECTIVES

FEEDBAtk.

INSTRUCTION

)

EVALUATION

TYPE I MODEL

TttE LEARN I NG,SYSTEM MODEL

O

4

.;"
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DIVISION OF 'INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS°

OBJECTIVES
, PRE

ASS ES S -

ME NT

2

INSTRUCTION

FEEDBACK

SELF-
EVALUA-
TION

41.**

EVALUATION

TYPE iI MODEL

THE LEARNING SYSTEM MODEL
I 0 0

I.
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A SAMPLE LEARNING SYSTEM
(You Read ItT-----

4

4 THE ALPHABET:

A LEARNING SYSTEM

. 43
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THE ALPHABET

Concept: The alphabet

II. Rationale: The alphabet is one, of the basic steps to
learning. The student must learn the
alphabet before learning to read or write.
Tell the children that this package will
shol,the importance, of the alphabet and
preiNt various methods in learning their
alphabet.

-',..III. Terminal Objective: The student will be able to recognize,
recite, and write the alphabet. .

IV. Enabling Objectives: Given the letters of the alphabet, the
, t / student will be able to recognize and tell

L. what each letter,is with an accbricy of
)

.

recognizing 23 out of 26 .letters correctly.
,

4.

/. Pre-assessment:

a

Given the alphabetlorplly, the student will *
be able to repeat the alphabet orally' and,
in sequ'ence getting 22 out of 26-correct.

Givethe letters of the alphabet', the
student N411 be able to'reproduce.the
letters writing making 23 oui of 26
correctly.

.-1

elven the capital and small letters Rf the
alphabet, the student will be able to Match
corresponding letters getting 24 -1.1t of 26

I

correct.

Given the letters of the alphabet and -r %

pictures; the student will be able-to match
the Letters to the beginning le4tell,-of the
pictures with 95kapcuracy.

I.

The teacher will ask the children to: %

1. Show recognition of capi;a1 and sMall
letters by orally telling the teacher
the name of each letter.

2. Write the capital aid small lette-rs.

3. Match capital and small letters.

Write
Y

. 4. Write their own name.

4..



-Vt. Potnt _ of decis i_on.:-_

'The'Alphabet - 2
,-

The teacher will tell the children:

1. They maylgo t the self-test if they
feel they can successfully achieve the
objective of this package.

or

2. If students do not feel confident in .'-...- 1,--1-.1.1

their knowledge of the alphabet,,then,-

.-- they may go to learning activities, and
r -trre-n--tostifT-re-gt and. post -test. The

children ,may choose the.actiVities thy
.

feel they, needn,to. succesetlly, compltte

the objeCtIves of the paycage.%. ' /.

VII. Instruction /learning
.

.

.

,

activities: ,

v
.

44

.A. View tape and slide series bfz V. Thealphaliet "

. ,
, . ,

--- 2.. Alphabet rhyme

B. Flannel loard: 1. FeelS6peof letters.
1 " 2. Recognition,of capital letters

.
3., Recognition of smell--tetters --

,,. . o ( 4., Sequence.Of letters
. .,

., ,:-.. 5. Match letters -
4,.....

,..... ...,-,

C. °Chrts/Transparenbies: I. Follow steps' in making letters-
_... --2,-:--Practice"making letters ,

.

-, 3., Follow dots -in sequence*of letters
. .

. ., t$ form pictures. , .

1

matching.
us ing- col OrOlette r

.

2*

1 --.)-...., , 5. Write beginning sounds for pictures,-!

.
.

.

....., s:,.- .

... ,

D. Book - Preschool M1per Alphabet:. .

)

A.
. 1

0 4

1. Practiice making letters:
\'2. Association .orietter with picture: . ,,,,,

' 3. Use lined paper to supplement in practicing the Writing .\

of the alphabet.

. . ,

E. Picture /Letter Blocks: 1.- .Associate pictures with letters

I 1. .1

. using large "blocks."
..0 2. Use large "blocks" in practicing '

*sequentiat order.
../

e
3. Use small fiblocks" to 'match letter

*
...

. - to picture. r-

- , 4. Write beginning letter on small
pi.cture "blocks." -

57 -



The ATphabet - 3

5. Use picture, book for checking,
matching, 'and sequence.

6- . Use any of the picture "blocks"
for picture, letter, and word
association.

F. Plastic letters: 1. Recognition of capital lettets'
2. Shape of letter
3. Sequence letters
4. Form words.

.G. '''FlaSh cards: 1. Use to shdw sequence
2. Usein matching capital and small letters

(self-checking)

VieW Master Picture Presentation:
.

2. pse rhyme-and coloring book for picture, letter, word
asgociation,an8 for further interest with a story."

.46

0.0

I. View picture series for picture, letter, and word association.

VIII. Self- evaluation:"

e'

'IX...Point odecision: The teacher,tells the students: You deckle
,

r
if you are ready. for final evaluation.

,

, . .

The teacher-will arso dheck'his/he?-ownprog-res
brvi,ewingthe progress of the guldents.

S >,
.

X. Evaluation:" The post-test Will be the,seme test giveh for
-' the pre-test.

The teadher wiii,ak tehe childrerC.to:
- . -.,- T. - , .. ,

1. Show recognition of capital and small'
letters by orally'telling the teacher
the name of eac letter.

. 2. Wrizte the capit41 and small `letters.

3. Match crpital and small letters-

. 4.' Write their (An name..

The teacher will tell the children to check
their knowledge by using'the self-checking
activities.

f'

Quests:'

. ,

l. The student will listen to record and read the book: Sesame
.

.Street).- Letteis. ,

2. ' Learn to play card,6ame with alphab

Use Phonic flash cards to show hoW
different sounds.

ei.
.

58

cards.

tters go together to form
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The Alphabet - 4

O

47

4. Read b ooks:

a. Find Your ABC's by Richard Scarry.
b. Use ABC Words Dictionary to show letter, word, picture,

and definitions.
c. Use ABC Book to Color to show many things xhaiDbegin with

each letter.
d. ABC Bpok by Dean Bryant for picture, letter, and word'

association.

e.: The Sounds and Shapes of Letters provides many activities
to do.

f. --AnnoisAi-phabet by Thomas Y. CroWill Company may be used for
c ,

picture - letter association.
g. Ride With Me Through A B C by Susan Bond and Horst Lemke for

/\ story about letters.
h. What Does A Begin With? by Nancy Dingman Watson and Aldren A.

Watson may be used for the story about letters.
i. The Alphabet Book by P. D. Eastman may be used for pidture,

letter, and word association. (This book may also be used
with the slideseries.) 1

r6 9

7 y
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A SAMPLE LEARNING SYSTEM
(You complete the,blanks)

t

I. 'The alphabet.

48

II. The alphabet is one of the basic steps to teaming.
The student-mustlearn-the alphabet-beforelearningto-read or write.
Tell the children that this package will show the importance of the
alphabet and present various methods in learning their alphabet..

III. , The student will be able to:recognize,
recite, and write the alphabet.

V.

Given the letters of the alphabet,*the
student will be able to'recognize and
tell what each letter is with an accuracy
of -recognizing 23 out of 26 letters
correctly.

Given the alphabet orally, the student
will be able to repeat the alphabet
orally and in sequence getang 22 out of
26 correct.

Given the letters Of the alphabet, the
_student will be able to reproduce the
letters in writing making 23 out of 26
correctly.

Given the capital and span letters 40,f
the alphabet, the student will be able
to match corresponding letters getting
24 out of 26 correct.

Given the letters of the alphabet and
pictures, the student will be able to
match the letters to the beginning
letter of the pictures with 95% accuracy.

The teacher wi,1l ask the children to:

1. Show recognition of capital and small
letters by orally, telling the teacher

the name of each letter.
2., ,Write the capital and small etters.

3. Match capital- and small etters.
4... -Write their own name.
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Complete the Blanks :

VI. The teacher will_tell the children:

O

1. They may go to the self-test if they
Teel they can successfully achieve
the objective of this package.

or

2. If students do not feel confident in
their knowledge of the alphabet, then
they may go to learning activities,
and then to self-test and post-test.
The children may choose the activities
they feel they need to successfully
complete the objectives of_the
package.

A. View, tape and slide series of:' : The alphabet
21- 'Alphabet rhyme

B. Flannel Board: 1. Feel shape of letters
2. Recognttion of capital letters
3. Recognition of small letters
4.§equence of letters ,-

5. Match letters

C. Charts/Transparencies: 1. Follow steps, in making letters.
2. Practice making letters.
9.\--Follow dots in sequence of letters

to form pictures. )

4. Color pictures using color/letter
matching.'

-Write beginning sounds for pictuTee.

D. Book -Preschool 1ielper4Alphabet:

1. Practtce making ys

2. AssoOlatibn,ofAlette' with picture.
3. Use lined paper to supplement in practi9ing the writing

of the alphabet.

E. Picture/Letter Blocks:' AssoBiate pictures with letters using
/0- large "blocks.",

2. Use large "blockt" in practicing

3. Use small "block's" atch letter
to picture.

4. Write beginning letter,on small
picture "blocks."

4'

61
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,Complete the Blanks

,5. Use picture book for checking,
matching, and sequence.

6. Use any of the picture "blocksn'for
picture, letter, and word association.

F. Plastic Letters: 1. Recognition of capital letters-
2. Shape of letters

'3. Sequence letters
4. Form words

Flash Cards: 1. Use to show sequence
2. Use in matching capital and small letters

(self-checking)

H. View Master Picture Presentation:

1. ,View picture series for picture, letter, and word association.
2. Use rhyme and coloring book for picture, letter, word associa-

tion, and for further interest with a story.

)

VIII. The teacher w1,11 tell the children to .

r

, check their knowledge by using the self-
checking activities.- 4

e.'.

_4- The teacher will also check his/her:own
.. ,_ progress by viewing the progress of the ,,

students.

IX. The post-test will be the same test given

7

for the. pre-test.

The teacher will ask the children to:

1. Show recognition of capital and small
letters by orally telling the teacher
the name ofeach letter.

2. Write the capital and small letters.
3. Match capital and small letters.
4. Write their own name.

1. The student will listen to record -and read the book: Sesame
Street Letter ''.

2. Learn toirlay card game withalphabet cards.

3. Use phonic flash cards to show how letters go together to form
different sounds.

62'



COMplete the BLanks.- 4

a. Find Your ABC's by Richard Scarry.'
b. Use ABC Words Dictionary to show letter, word, picture,

and definitions.
c. Use ABC Book to Color to show many things that begin with

each letter.
d. ABC Book by,Dean Bryant for picttire, letter, and word

association.
e. The Sounds and Shapes of Letters provides many activities

to do.
f. Anno's Alphabet by Thomas Y. Crowell Company may be used ,

TOTFiCture - letter asrciation.,
g. Ride With Me Through A B C by Susan Bond and Horst Lemke

for story about letters.
h. What Does A Begin With? by Nancy Dingman Watson and Aldren A.

Watson may be used for the story about letters.
i. The Alphabet BoOk by P. D.,Eastman may be used for picture,

Letter, and word association. tThis_book_may also
with the slide series.)

51
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WEST VIRGINIP; DEPARTMENT OF FDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS .-

A SAMPLE LEARNING SYSTEM
(You Write Your 'Own)

I. Concept:

II. Rat iona le :

III. Terminal Objective(s):

IV.- ,Enabling Objectives':

V. Ore-assessment:

a



A Sample Learning System - 2

VI. Point of Decision:

VII. Instruction/Learning Activities:'

VIII.- Stlf-Evaluation:

re'

IX. Point of Decision:

X. Eviluation: -4,

6.5

t
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'WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SAMPLE LEARNING SYSTEM EVALUATION'CRITER1A

Name: Date Completed:

54

w.

PART I - RequiTed_ltems: Read each of the following statements. If you
demonstrated the behavior, encircle YES; if noe, encircle NO.

4

The L.S. includes a:

1. legible format
L'

2. concept, skill, or attitude which a learner

YES NO

can master on his own YES NO

3. minimum of (8) basic L.S., components YES NO

4. logical sequence of L.S. components- YES NO

COMPETENCY: YES for items 1 -4. If not, RECYCLES REVISE.

PART II - Rating of Quality: Indicate the level to which each of the tasks
have been performed by encircling the appropri4te letter.
C =4lompetency & R = Recycle.

A. L.S. Components: To what extent do the components:

5. reflect a concept, skill, or attitude (Title)

provide a meaningful justification (Rationale)

7. contain all components of the (Instructional

Objectives)

8. measure prerequisite behavior (Pre-assessment)

'9. contain an adequate,variety of (Instructional
Activities)

,

10.

if

,diagnose learning via a (Self-Evaluation)

11. measure mastery 'of the instructional objectives
(Evaluation)

12. allow for decision-making throughout the-L.5.%
(Points of Decision)

66
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a

Sample L.S. Evaluation Criteria - 2

B. Evaluation Techniques: To what extent:
4

13. can you take your instructional objectives
nd criterion items completely through the

''Hager flowchart assessment?
.

. . C R

. ,

14. are the directiogs for the criterion items
clearly and precisely stated? C R

are the correft shown, available
from the teacher, or, if appropTiate, rating
scales or checklists provided? C R

/15.

C

Mastery of the COMPETENCY level for this learning experience will be
evidenced by total agreement between you and the workshop consultant that

,you -have achieved the competency rating on each of the tems noted above.

'S.

.

a

9
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WEAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

-DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Mpdel.!

A model is a toncretization of a theory which is meant to ISe analogous to
.,or representative of the processes and variables involved in the theory.
A-model is said to be correct or adequate by its abi-lity, to produce the
same ata as the object in the real world produces, ?rom which the original
'theory as generated. Models, may be of several typeVralthough the three
most usecreamples in psychology are physical models, computer models, and
mathematical)nodelt. To make this clearer, consialerthe 'following two
examples. It is ecoming,common practice in medical ''schools to use manikins .

teach neophyte ctors about the reactions of jAllyman body under certain
conditions. These ma lcins have certain typiccil IldmaitONActions bu lt ihto
them such as pupil cont ctions, heartbeat, respiratory re'Sponses, tc.

Strictly speaking, such ma'htkins are not exactly modOs but they are close
enough to make a point. These:manikins are physicalinalogues to a human
body. They are expected to produce a certain sample O'f'responses to specific
stimuli just as a human body does. Not all human responses, of course, are
produced and the manikin is assuredly not the same thiftg as a human body;
nevertheless, it can act like a human body under specified condition's.
Because doctors and physiologists have observed regularities in behavior
and have certain ideas about why these regular4jes occuref.they can build a
model' to duplicate' these responses. Another exampl-e of'a model is the
physical representation of atoms Commonly found in saf'nce expositions.
These models are again a representation in the physical'domain of what
scientists believe an atom looks like in the microscopic domalti: All such
models have a necessary "as-if" quality about them, and they are usually
closely tied to theory. Indeed, some writers contend that a model-Ts,a
theory'and they sometimes use these terms interchangeably. It is probably
clearer to make the other assumption and say that alapodelwilA almost
always represent a theory althoughjt will not, strictly speaking, be one.
We. will discuss computer models in.,the chapteron information processing
theories and mathematical models in the chapter on mathematical learning
theaWO

)

CJ '

*Source: 'Snelbecker, G3en E. Lea'rning,Theory, Instructional Theort,
and Psychoeducational Desi4n:" NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1974, Op. 32-33.
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WEST URGINIA DEPARTMENT OF,EDUCAfl__9%

BUREAU OF LEARNIN STEMS.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

6

MAStERPI.EARN I NG* BELIEF SYSTEM*

1. TeAching is a proco-ci-concerned.with the MANAGEMENT of learning.

2. *Tke'role

44.

the teacher is to:

is to be learned,

pils to learn it,

(a) specify wha

,-
('b) vatej

4
(c)-- provide pupils with instructional materials,

(d) administer these learning Materials at a rate sui hie for

eaCh,pupil,

(e) monitor'Rupils' progress;

0

57

,
(f) diagnos difficulties and provide proper rempdipti-on,

d) give \rmw and practice that will maintain pupils' 1 arning

over, long periods 'of time.

v-
2

4

.4!

4. . e
, ...

Source: Block, Jr H. (Ed.), Mastery Learning: Theory and Practice.
New York: Hat, Rinehart & Wi ston 191.1:
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. DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF A CBTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,- A:RATION4Et

58

Given the infinite organizational configurations possible, and the great
t variety of views regarding instructional management and the competency-b@sed
concept,,one is often hard put to justify a particular model as being su erior
to others. T is attempt is a first approximation of putting together a spe-
.cific set of Oagement systeM characteristics. Since the rationale builder
has already tected flow of the rationale preSented here and has been made
aware through the comments of colleagues of pertinent exclusions, it is fully
expected that the present state of this rationaleAcill..be subject to much
cr t-shau Id be.

The thought that stimulated this exercise was the perception that indi7
vidUals espousing'a competency-based teacher education model must often in-
stall their model under an existing management system that may or may not be
conducive to the effective and efficient admi;ittration of their model. To
the degree that the following rationale can.be trusted, it provides strong
implications for the defining characteristics of a management system for a
competency-based teacher -education program. It should also provide a counter-.
response to those highly verbal Colleaguesipf ours, who for one reasonor,
another attempt to prevent the suCcessful adoPtionof a CBTE program through
a variety of .verbal holding actions

, .

1. CBTE requires a student to demonstrate mastery learning
. behaviors, by meeting explicit performance criteria. .

2. Explicit performance Cryteria implies explicit 6erformance
objectives (behavior objectives).

rf a student is not permittedto advance until. 1-1 has
mastered prerequisite behavior's, anesince studen s/Oary
in the length of time required to master a particular
behavior, it is unreasonable expect them to progress
at the same rate.' u

4. Therefore, mass instruction is. noi a reasonable instruc-
tional alternative.

5. Since indiOdual tutoring on a large scale is beyond the
means of mosit teacher education.institutions, ..the most
reasonable-alternative .is some ferm of self-instruction
through the, technology of automation.

6. While it is evident that many behaviors can be learned
through a self-ihstructional process, the state of the

.art is such that behaviors in the higher levels of tax-
onomic categories, such as Synthesis and Evaluation,
require verbal interaction between and among individuals.

ITplicrf*in the above, statement is the view that learners
vary in the kinds of strategies that they apply 'to the
learning of a specific concept, and that the multibranch
condition of verbal interaction is one means of rearranging
the learning stimuli to ftt a preferred. learning style. ,

.2 -
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CBTE Management System 2

-
8. If the above is true, then the skills required of a

teacher or instructional manager in a CBTE prOgram are
different both in,degree and kind from those required
of,a traditional program.

9. First, if an instructional manager is to set up optimal
learning conditions for students, he/she must be able
to identify their learning strategy modes, or learning'
styles, and eitherAevelop conditions that complement
that mode, or train the student to use a different
learning strategy that agrees with the instructional
system.

10. Second, given that the instructor's personal interaction
with the student will now be primarily concerned with
higher levels in the taxonomy, the kinds and range of
student reactions will require a much greater subject
matter depth on the part of the instructor in the CBTE
program, than was required in a more-traditional program
where the student's focus and response could be more
narrowly-coiltrolled.

11. The requirement of developing conditions tc. compleMent a'
student's. individual 1=earning style is not lidlited to
verbal interaction situations between the student and the
instructor, or other students, but includes self-instructional
situations. That is, for a group of students, a number of
alternative self - instructional tracks complementing different
learning styles, need to 0e-developed for the learning of a
particular concept, or set of concepts.

12. Third, the instructional manager must be §killed in prac-
ticing and teaching studentsthe use of skills that facil--
itate individualized learning (i.e., inquiry skills).

40
13. It is doubtful that any one person can develop,the

%
plethora

of skills and .knowledges required to effectively set up and
manage the conditions of learning implied by the above
requirements.

0

14. Therefore, an interdisciplinary approach Will be required,
" suggesting team management of instruction.

415. Since such an interdisciplnarj, instructional team would
cut across several college departments, resources Would be
required of all departments for running thetEITE program.

16. Because departments, are organizq'd to defend their resources,
their structure is viewed as antithetical to interdisciplinary
tram operation.

4.`
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CBTE Management System

17.- Since the CBTE program is based on explicit performance
objectives, all persOnnel, spatial, material, equipment,
and.process needs dan be related directly to the objec-
tives,_and to the effect's of the instructional methods
as measured by the explicit performance crtteril. Since,

this data are available to the interdisciplinary. instruc-
tional team, they are able to. report these needs to the
college budgeting authority (Division level?) in a very
objective and defensible manner.

18. 'Since the above conditions are those primarily required
for the operatkon of a Program Manning, Evaluation, and
Budgeting System (PPBS), maximum -efficiency could be
derived from the college's resources.

19. There is no _gre.at evidence that suggests that any of the
-responsibilities presently carried out by departments
cannot be carried out as,efficiently by the teams and
division level personnel:

20. Since,the purpose of the CBTE program is to produce
teachers who are effective in changing their students
behaviors, the effects of the CBTE program must be,related
to, the teacher's effect on those students.

21. This means that relationships must be established with the
I public schools that will enable the setting up of conditions

to measure the effects of the teachers we prepare on their
students.... -

*Source: Castelle G. Gentry, University of Toledo, Fall, 1972;
(Mimeo).
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JEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

D'htISION OF INSTRUCTIONAJLEARNING SYSTEMS

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

OR

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME...

-

SOURCE DESIGNATION

1. Developing Teacher Competencies, Performance Objectives ,

James E. Weigand, Editor

2. Instructional Development Institute, Performance Objectives

3. Writing Behavioral Objectives, Behavioral Objective's'
H. H., McAshan .

4., . ...-

s 4 .

Behavioral Objectives and Instruction, Behavioral Objectives'
kibler, Barker & Miles .

-34;05, Behavioral Objectives in Curriculum ....... Behavioral Objectives
and Evaluation, Bernabei & Leles

6. Preparing Instructional Objectives, Instructional Objectives
Mager

7. Objectives.For Instruction and Instructional Objectives
Evaluation, Kibler, Cegala, Barker & Miles

8. Plann ing An Instructional Sequence kr,

InstructiOne Objectives
Popham & Baker

, 1 . 73
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CONDENSED INFORMATION ON

PE PARATION AND USE OF EFIMAT.IONAL OBJECTIVES ,

,

Object iyes

62

Once an instructor decides he/she will teach his/her students something,
. several kinds of actjvity are necessary on his part if he/she Is to succeed.

----------Heishe must first decide upon the -goals 4e /she intends to reach at the end
.bf his /her course or program. He/she must then select procedures, content,
and methods that are relevant to the objectives: cause the student to inter-
act with appropriate subject matter in accordance with principles of learning
and, finally, measure or evaluate the student's performance according to the
objectives or goals originally selected.

The first of these, the descriptibn.of objectives is the theme of the
attached information. If you are interested in preparing instruction that
will help you reach your objectives, you must first be sure your objectives
are clearly and unequivocally stated. You cannot concern yourself with the
problem of selecting the most efficient route to your destination until you
know what your destination is.

The attached material has been selected to expose you to this system.
It is assumed that participants will want-to pursue the subject further by
studying the information developed by the authors.

PREPARING OBJECTIVES FOR
1

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Robert F. Mager

OBJECTIVES'

A. Terms which bear defining:

1. BEHAVIOR - refers toany visible activity displayed by
a learner (student). 4.- I.

2. TERMINAL BEHAVIOR refers to the behavior you would
like your learner to be able to demonstrate at the

.
time your influence over him/her ends.

3, CRITERION - is a standard or test by which terminal
behavior is evaluated.

II. WHY WE CARE ABOUT OBJECTIVES

A.-Objectives

1. A jective is an intent communicated by a statement
describing a proposed change in a learner -- a state-
ment of what the learner is, to be like when he/she has
successfully completed a learning experience. /It is a
description of a pattern of behavior (performancewe
want the learner to be able to demonstrate.

74



Objectives 2

2. Another importpnt reason for stating obj tivesisharply
relates to the evaluation of the degreel. Ovothich the

,,%, .

learneft is.able to perform in the map11000eired.
',..

:JVP':'
, 3Al. ,

sk-41.,
. ; ,k,*-- ;,(r. :., .

B. Courie Description-. 4 - 4:' ,4'iie4;'

,.. . ,

1. A course description tells you something atput the con-
tentlerld procedures of a course, a course objective
descr1 ,a desired outcome of a course.

PREREQUISITES DESCRIPTION

What a learner What the course What a successful
has to do to is about. learner is able to
qualify for a do at the end of
course. the course.'

2. Whereas an objective tells what the learner is to be like
as a-result of some learning experiences, the course
description tells only what the course is about. //--

t

114. THE QUALITIES OF MEANINGFUL OBJECTIVES.

OBJECTIVES

A. Meaningful Objectives

1. Basically, a meaningfully stated objective is one that
successfully communicates to the reader the writer's
instructional intent.

2. It is meaningful to the extent lt,conveys to others a
picture (of what a Successfyl learner,will be like)
identical, to the picture th4 writer, hes, in mind. Since
a statement pf an objective is a coilection'of words and
symbols, it is clear that various Combinations may be
used to express a given intent.

3. A meaningfully, stated objective .thent is one that suc-
ceeds in communicating your 'intent; the best statement
is the one that excludes the greatest number of possible
'alternatives to your goal.

4. Unfunately, there are many "loaded" words, words openpa
to wide range of interpdetations. To the extent that
we use ONLY such word% we leave ourselves open t in

interpretation.

Consider the following examples of words:



WORDS OPEN TO MANY
INTERPRETATIONS

to know
to understand
to really understand
to appreciate
to fully appreciate
to grasp the significance of
to enjoy
to believe
to, have faith in

64

Objectives 3

WORDS OPEN TO FEWER
INTERPRETATIONS

to write
to recite
to identify
to'differentiate
to solve
to construct

to list
to complete
to contrast

5 What do we mean when we say we want a learner to "know"
something? Do we mean that we want .him /her to be, able to

recite, or to solve, or to construct? Just to tell him/
her we waatwhim/her to "know" tells him/her little--the
word can mean many things.

a. Though it is all right to include such words as
understand and appreciate in a statement of ((an
.objective, the statement is not explicit enough
to be useful until Lt indicates how you intend
to sample the -understanding -and appreciating.

b. Until you describe what the learner will be
DOING when demonstrating that he understands or
appreciates you have described very little at
all. Thus, the-statement which communicates
best will be one which descri-bes the terminal
behavior of the learner well enough to preclude
misinterpretetik.

. Wilting Objectives

1. Identify the ttrminal!behavior by name. We can specify
the kind of behavior which will be accepted as evidence,

. that the learner has achieved thei objective.
2. Try to further define the desired behayior by de-

scribing the important conditions under which the
behavior will be expected to occur.

IV. IDENTIFYING THE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

A. An objective statement is used to the extent that it specifies
what the learner must, be able to DO or PERFORM when he is
demonstrating his/her mastery/of the objective.

B. The most important characteristic of a useful-objective -is
that it identifies the kind of performance which will be
accepted as evidence that the learner has achieved the
objective. k

7 6



Objectives 4

° C. SUMMARY

1. An instructional objective, descr(ibesan intended
outcome rather than a description or summary of
content.

2. One characteristic of a usefully stated objective
is that it is stated in behavioral, or performance,
terms that describe what the learner will be DOING
when demonstrating his/her achievement of the
objective.

3. The statement of objectives; for an entire program of
instruction will consist of several specific statements.

4. The objective which is most usefully stated is onewhich
communicates the instructional ,intent of the person
selecting the objective.

V FURTHER DEFINING THE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

A. Byathe time you have written an objective which identifies
the behavior you will expect your learnefs to exhibit when
they have successfully completed your program, you will have
written a far less equivocal objective than most which are
in use today. Rather than expect your students to define
what yoLimight have inand -Aen-using sucFar-551-guous words
_as under'etand, know, or appreciate, you will have at least
'identified for:R1Wher (and for yourself) the kind of activity
which will be accepted as,evidence of achievement. And more
importantly perhaps, you will have begun to specify your con-
tent for your instructional program and which will provide
you with a basis for evaluating programs prepared byothers.

65

B. To state an objectiAhat will successfully communicate your
educational intent, you will sometimes have to furer define.

.-,___teerminal 'behavior by stating the conditions you will impose

upon the learner when he/she is demonstrating his/her mastery
of the objective.. Here are some examples:

Given a problem of the following class...
Given a list of...
Given any reference of the learner's choice...
Given a matrix of intercorrelations...
Given a standard set of toolg...
Gi'Ven a properly functioning...
Without the aid of references..?
Without the aid of slide rule...
Without the aid of tools...

C. For e ample, instead of simply specifying to be ableto solve
prob s in algebra, we could improve the ability of the state-
ment to'communicate by wording it something like this:

77
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Objectives - 5

Given a linear algebraic equation with one !unknown,
the learner must be able to solve for the unknown
without the, aid of references, tables, or calculating
devices.

How detailed should you be in your definition of terminal
behavior? Detailed enough to be sure the target behavior
would be recognized by another competent person,'and detailed
enough so that other possible behaviors would not be mistaken
for the desired behavior. Detailed enough, in other words,
so that others understand your intent as YOU understand it.

D., Here are some questions you can ask yourself about your objec-
tives as a guide to your identifying' important aspects of the
terminal behaviors that you wish to develop.

1. What will the learner be provided?
2. What will, the learner be denied?
3. What are the conditions under which you will expect

the terminal behavior to occur?
4. Are there any skills which you are specifically NOT

trying to develop ? jDoes=the_ohjective exclude such
skills?

E. SUMMARY

1. An instructional.objective is a statement that describes
an intended outcome of instruction.

2. An objective, is meaningful to the extent it communicated
an instructional intent to its reader, and does so to the
degree that it describes or defines the terminal behavior
expected of the learner.

3. Terminal behavior is defined by:
a.. identifying and naming the observable act which will

be accepted as evidence that the learner has achieved
the objective, and by

b. descrjbing the conditions (given, restrictions)
necessary to exclude acts that will not be accepted
as evidence that the learner_ligs,achieved the
objective:

VI. STATING.THE CRITERION

66

A. Now that we have deicribed what we want the learner to be able
to do, we can increase the ability of an objective to communicate
by telling the learner HOW WELL we want him/her to be able to do

4 it. We will accomplish this by describing the criterion of '

acceptable performance.

B. Probably the most obvious way to indicate 'a lower limit of
acceptable performance is to specify a time limit where one
is appropriate.

0
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Objectives 6

0

If for example, we are teaching mathematics and expect our
students to develop a certain amount of problem"-solving
proficiency, we might use these italicized words In our
objectives:

"The student must be abje to correctly solve at
least seven simple linear equations within a pericid
of thirty minutes."

C. One of the ways of defining acceptable performance, then, is by
indicating a time limit--whenever a time limit is intended.
Another way to indicate 4 criterion of successful performance
is to specify the minimum number of correct responses you will
accept, ,or the number of principles which must be applied in a

situation, or the number-of princrples which must be
spelled correctly. For examOry

"Given a human skeleton, thekstudent must be able to
correctly identify by labeling at least 40 of the
following banes: there will be no penalty for
guessing (list of bones inserted here)."

We see'that the minimum acceptable skill is specified in'terms

of the number of bones to be identified, The student must be
able to correctly identify at leist 40 items and he/she is
encouraged to guess.

6.7

D. An alternative to indicating number is to indicate percentage or
proportion. Thus, if appropriate, we could indicate that:

"The student must be able to reply in grammatically
correct French'to 95% of the French questions'that
are put to him/her during the examination."

0

or we could specify:

"The student must be able to spell correctly at least
80% of the words called out to him/her during an
examination period."

or we_could specify:

"The student must be able to write the named and
addresses of at least three fifths of the five
New York doctors who recommend the ingredients in
Brand X."

E., One goodway tO'get ed isto look over tite examinations

you use; these will you what you are using as standards

of performance and ou can improve your objectives by putting
these stan rds into words. Once this is done,'you can ask

these que ons.of your statements to test their clarity and

completene
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Objectives 7

1. Does the statement describe what the learner will be
,doing when he/she is demonstrating that he/she has
reached the objective?

2. Does the statement describe the important conditions
(given and/or restrictions) under which the learner
will be expected, to demonstrate his/her competence?

3. Does the statement indicate how the learner will be
evaluated? Does it describe at least the lower limit
of acceptable performance?

F. FINAL SUMMARY

1. A statement of-instructiogal objectives is a collection
of words or symbols descrrbing'one of your educational
intents.

2. An objective will communicate your intent to the degree
yoUhave described what the learner will be DOING when
demonstrating his/her achievement and how you will know
when he/she is doing it.

3. To describe terminal behavior (what the learner will be
DOING):

a. Identify and name the over-all behavior act.
b. Define the important conditions under which the

behavior is to occur (given and/or restrictions
and limitations). Lwt

c. Define the criterion of acceptable performance.

.4.' Write a separate statement for each objective; the more -
statements you have, the better chance you have of making
your intentions clear.

If you give each learner a copy of your objectives, you
may not have to do much else.

I-

Source: Preparing Instructional Objectives, Robert F. Mager,
Fearon Publishing Company, 828 Valencia Street, Palo Alto, California
94902

Educational Ob'ectives, Vimcet Asiociates, P. O. Box 24714,
tOs Angeles, Wifornia 90024 a

8.0
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MAJOR CATEGORIES 1N THE COGNITIVE pomAIN

(Bloom, 1956) .

Descriptions of the Major Categories in the Cognitive Domain

17-"Knowledge.'1(nowledge is defined as the remembering of previously
learned Qaterial. This may involve the recall of a wide range of
material, from specific facts to complete theories, but all that, is
required is the ringing to mind of the appropriate information. 0

knowledge represents the lowest level of learning outcomes in the
cognitive domain.

2. Comprehension. Comprehension is defined as the ability to grasp the
meaning of material. This may be shown by translating material fron.,116.....

one form to another (words to numbers), by interpreting material
(explaining or summarizing), and by estimating futbre trends (pre-
dicting consequences or effects). These learning outcomes go one
step beyond the simple remembering of material, and represent the
lowest level of understanding.

3. Application. Application refers to the ability to use learned mate-
rial in,new and concrete situations. This may include the applipaz
tions. This may include the application a such things as ruled',
methods, concepts, prrgriptes, laws; and theories. Learning out-
comes in this area re re a higher level of understanding than
those under,pomprehe .s,, . . .0

,.;

:0

4. Analysis. Analysis refers t4 the/ability to break down material
into its component parts so that/its organizational structure may be
understood. This may include the kdentifiction of the parts,
analysis of the relationships betvkan parts, and recognition of the
ograffriational principles involved. teaming outcomes here repre-
sent a higher intellectual level than COmprehension and application
because they require an understap046g of both the content and the
structural form of the material.

5. Synthesis. Synthesis refers to the ability to put parts topether to
form a new whole. This may involve the productiori of a unique com-
munication (theme or speech), a plan of operation (research prd-
posal), or a set of abstract relations (scheme for classifying
information). Learning outcomes in this-area stress creative
behaviors, with major emphasis on the formulation of,new patterns
or structures.

tl' d'SOURCE:. Gronlund, N. E. Measurement and evaluation i eaChingziri
New York: The MaCMillan Company, 1971.

14
Picess Tei'ms For

EssentiartoMpetencies
Observable Behavior Verbs For,

learner' Outcomes

linow common terms
Know specific facts
Know etethods and procedures

Demillstrate knowledge of basic
°Concepts

Demppstrate\knoWledge of principles

Understand facts and principles
Inttrpret verbal material
Interpret charts and grhpf-
dranslate verbal material* to mathe--
'matical*formulas

oEstiMate future consequences implied
in data

. Justify methods and procedures

Defines,'describes, identifies, ,

labels, lists, matches, Ames, out-
lines, reproduces, selects, states

Converts, defence, distinguishes, ,

estimates, expla , eXtetkds; genet'

alizes, gives examples; ,infers,
paraphrases, predicts, rewrites,-.
summarizes.

Apply concepts and principles to new
situations

Apply laws and theories to practical
situations

Solve mathematical problems
Construct charts and graphs
Demopstrate correct usage of a
method or procedure

Chapges,,computes,.demonstrates, dis-
covers, manLpulates, modifies, oper-
ates, predicts, prepares, produces,
rel tes, shows, solves, uses 7-.

Recognize unstated aNumptions
Recognize logical fallacies in

reasoning
Distinguish between facts and

inferences
Analyze the organizationbl'structure
of a work (art, music, Writing)

Breaks down, diagrams, differentiates, '

discriminates, i4dentifies, illus-

trates, infers,eutlines, points out,
relates, selects, separates, sub-
divides 1

Write a well organized theme.
Give a well organized speech
Write a creative short story
.(or poem, or music)

Propose a plan for an experiment
Integiate learning-from different
areas into a pla6 for solving a
problem

Formulate a new scheme for
classifying objects (or events,

sa/ or ideas)

Categorizesmbines, co lies, com-

1 poses, devises, designs,
explains, ge crates, modifies, orga- '

nizes, plan's, rearranges, revises,
rewrites, summarizes, tells, writes

.

6. Evaluation. Evalyation is concerned with the ability to judge the
value of material (statement, novel, poem, research report) for a
given purpose. The judgments are to be based on definite criteria.

:These may be internal criteria (organization) or external criteria
(relevance OF the purpose) and the student may deterAine the
criteria or be given them. Learning outcomes in this area are
highest in the cognitive hierarchy because theyacontain elements
of all of the other categories, plus conscious value judgments
based on clearly defined criteria.

Judge the logical consistency of
written material

-Evaluate the adequacy with which
concluS'ions are supported by data

Assess the value of a work (art,
music, writing) by use of internal
criteria

Appraise the valueof a work {art,
music, writing), by use of external
standards of excellence

Compares, concludes, contrasts,
criticizes, describes, discriminates,
explains, Justifies, interprets,
relates, summarizes, suppOrts

t.o

,
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MAJOR CATEGOR4g4/THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN ' .
a.

(Kra 1, 19641

Descriptions of the Major.Categories in the-Affective Domain

1. Receiving.' Receiving refers to the student's willingnes3 td: attend
to particular phenomena or stimuli (classroom activities, textbook,
music, etc.). From a teaching, standpoint, it is concerned with
getting, bolding, and directing the student's attention. Learning
outcomes in this area range from the simple awareness that a thing
exists to selective attention on the part of the learner. Re-
ceiving represents the lowest level of learning outcomes in the
affective domain. '

2. Responding. Responding refers to active participation on the part
of the student. At this level he not only attends to a particular
phenomenon but also reacts to it in some way. Learning outcomes in
this area may emphasize acquiescence in responding (reads assigned

material), willingness to'respond (voluntarily reads beyond assign-
ment), or satisfaction in responding (reads for'pleasure or enjoy-
ment). The higher levels of this category include those instruc-
tional objectives that are,pearronly classified under "interest";
that'is, those that stress We seeking.out:and enjoyment of

:'particular activities.
.

), Valuing. Valuing is.concerned.with the worth or value a student
.......---attaches to a particular objet[, phenomenon, or behavior. This

ranges in degree from the more simple acceptance of a value (desires
to improve group skills) to the more complex level of commitment-
(assumes responsibility for the-effective functioning of the group).
Valuing is based on the_internali-zatiori of aset of specified .

values, but clues, to these *alues are expressed in the'student's
overt behavior. Leatning outcomes in this area are 'concerned with
behavior that is consistent and stable enough to make/the value
clearly identifiable. Instructional objectives that are commonly

. classified under "attitudes" and "appreciation".would fall into
this category.

.
4. Organization. Organization is concerned with bringing together

different values, fesolving conflicts between them, and beginning
the building of an internally consistent value system. Thus the
emphasis is on comparing, relating, and synthesizing values.
Learning outcomes may be concerned with the conceptualization of
a value (recognizes the responsibility of each individual lor ,

iMproving human relations) or with the organization of a value- -
system (develops a vocational plan that satisfies his need for
both economic security and social service). Instructional objec-
tives.relating to the developeent of a philosophy of, life would
fall into this category.

. .

5. Characterization by a Value or Value Complex. At _this level of the

affective domain, the individual has a value system that has con-
trolled his behavior for a sufficiently.long time for him to have
developed a characteristic "rife style." Thus the behavior is
pervasive, consistent, and predictable. Learning outcomes at' this
level cover a broad range of activities, butthe major emphasis is
on, the fact that the behavior is typical or charicteristic of the

student. Instructional objectives that are codicerned with the
student's general patterns of adjustment (personal, social,
emotional) would be appropriate here.

I

p
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SOURCE: Gronlund, N. f. Measuremerit and Evaluation in teaching,
New York: The MachjIlan'Company, 1971.

Process Terms For

Essential Competencies

Observable Behavior Terms For
- Learner Outcomes

Listen attentively
Show awareness of the importance of

learning

Show sensitivity to human needs and
socialproblems

Accept differences pf race and
culture

Attend closely to the classroom
activities

Asks, chooses, describes, follows,
gives,-holds, identifies, locates,
names, points to, selects, sits
erect, replies, use

A

complete assigned homework
Obey schdol rules
Participate in class discussion
tomplete laboratory work,
'Volunteer for special tasks
Eh& interest insubject
Enjoy helping others

Answers assists, complies, conforms,
discusses, greets, helps, labels,
performs, practices, presents, reads,
recites, reports, selects, tells,
writes

Demonstrate belief in the democratic
process . -

Appreciate good literature (art or...
music)

Appreciate the,role.of science (or
other subjects) in everyday life

Show concer? for the welfare of
others

Demonstrate problem-solving attitude,
Demonstrate commitment'to'social

improvement

,Gompletes,,describes, differentiates,
explains, follows, forms, initiates',
invites, joins, justifies, proposes,
reads, reports, selects, Oares,
studies, works

Recognize the need for balance
between freedom and responsibility,
in a democeacy

Recognize the role of syliemitic
planning in Solving problems-

Accept responsibility for his own
,behavior.

Understand and accept,his own )'
strengths and limitations

Formulate a life plan in harmony
with his abilities, interests,
and bejiefs

Adheres, alters, arranges, combines,
compares, completes, defends,
explains, generalizes, identifies,
inlegraq, modifies': orders,
organizes,.prepares, relates,
synthesizes

Display safety consciousness
Demonstrate self - reliance in working

independently
Practice co-operation In group

activities
Use objective approach in prpbrem

solving A
demonstrate industry, punctual 64
and Self-discipline

iljMaintain 'good health babits

Acts discriminates, displays, Influ-
ences\ listens, modifies, performs,
practices, proposes, clualiTies, ques-
tions, revises, serves, solves, uses,
verifies

. ,

O
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MAJOR CATEGORIES IN :PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN
(Simpson

Descr ptions of the Major Categor qn the Psychomotor Domain

1. Perception/ . This is an essential To st step in performing a motor
A

act.) It the process of becoming Ware of objects, qualities, or
tion's by way of the sense organs, It is the central portion of
situation -* interpretation - actviri chain letading to purposeful

motor activity., It is divided into tie areas of sensory stirrtla-
tion, cue selection, and translation aif perception to action in

amotor act.

,2. Set. Tbis is a preparatory adjustment of readiness for a paYticular
kind tif_action_or--expedience. Three aspects of-setihave been iden-
tified: mental, physical, and emotional.

3. Guided Response. This is an overt behavioral:Wet of a learner under
the guidance of _the instructor. It is an early step in the develop-
ment of a 501 and emphasis is upon the abilities which are com-
ponents ofthe more complex skill. There are two major sub-
categories: 1) imitation and 2) trial and error.

4. 1 Mechanism. Learned response has become habitual. At this level,
--I the learner haS achieved a certain.confidenceland degree of skill in.

the-performance of an act. The response may be more complex than at
the preceding level; 't may involve 5 pattern ng of response in

I

carrying out the task That is, abilities are F mbined i action of
a skill nature.

Cern lex Overt Res At this lev 1, the tear er can erform a
motor act that is cocsidered complex'becaus of the move nt pattern

required. A high degree%of skill is eviden . The task an be

1

carried out smoothly and efficiently with minimum time d energy:

There are two subcate4bries: 1) resolution'of uncertal ty and
2) automatic performance.

85
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SOURCE: Simpson, E. J. The classification of educational objective
Psychomotor domain. University of Illinois, 1965.

Perfrmance-ferms For
Essefltial Competencies

Observable Behavior Verbs For
Learner Outcomes

Sensory Stimulation
Sensitive to auditory cues in playing

a musical instrument
Awareness of difference in texture of

various materials
Sense the flavors in seasoning food
Cue Selection
Recognize the operating difficulties
,with machinery via sound

Sense where the needle should, be set
in machine stitching

Translation
Relate music to dance form
Follow a recipe in preparing food

Mental
Knowledge of steps in setting the

table

Knowledge of tools appropriate.to:.
perform an operation

Physical

Achieve bodily stance prpparatory to
bowling

Position hands prelfratory to typing
Emotional
Desire to operate a drill press with

skill

'Disposition to perform sanding to
best of ability

Imitation

Perform dance step as demonstrated
Demonstrate flexibility exercises as
modeled by the teacher

and Error
Discover the most efficient method of.,

finishing hardwoods
Ascertain the sequence of cleaning a

roc') through trial of several
patterns

Perform a hand-hemming operation
Mix ingredients for a butter cake
Construct an.ellipse using the four-

c ter Method
Pre re al la he for a face plate

t rning
Pol inate a oat flower

Resolution of Uncertainty
Operate milling machine
Set-up an operate a production band

saw

AutomaticIPerformance
Perform b sic steps of popular dance

steps
Tailor a uit

lies-formate violin

-----7:71

Use the "ILLUSTRATIVE VERBS FOR
STATING SPECIFIC LEARNING OUTCOMES"
(especially the Laboratory and manip-
ulative behaviors section) on the
following two pages to locate observ-
able behaviors for your psychomotor
enabling objectives.

eb
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ILLUSTRATE VERBS FOR STATING SPECIFIC LEARNING OUTCOMES*

r

"Creative Behaflors"

Alter Paraphrase

, Ask Predict.
.

Change Question
1 ' Design Rearrange

Generalize.Generalize. Recombine
Modify

)

Logical, Judgmental Behaviors

Analyze .

Appraise
" Combine,

Compare

-%

'4
C9nclude
Contrast

'Criticize

Decide

Genera) Discriminative Behaviors

Choose
Collect
Define-

Describe

Reconstruct
Regroup

Rename
Reorganize
"Reorder

Deduce

Defend

Evaluate
Explain

O

4 ,

ephrase Rewrite
-Restgte Simplify
Restructure, Synthesize
Retell 'Systematize
Revise Vary

t

Formulate
Generate
Induce

0". Infer

Detect Identify Match
Differientjate Indicate Omit
Discriminate .. -Isolate 9 Order
Distinguish List. Pick.

Social Behaviors

Accept
Agree
Aid
Allow .
Ans4er,

Argue -

Communicate
Comp 1 i men t

Contribute
Cooper,ate_

Dance '
Disagree

Discuss

Excuse
Forgive
Greet
Help

Interact

Laboratory and Manipulative Behayiors

Apply
Cal-ibrate

Calculate. .

"Check
Conduct

Demonstrate
Disset
Draw °

Feed

Grow
Connect' , Implement "7

.ConStryct-- Increase- r-

ConVert insert.
Decrease,

Invite

Join

lkaugh
Meet
Participate
Permit

ISTructure

Substitute
Substitute

Place
Point

Select -

Separate

Priise

.React

Smile
Talk
Thank
Volunteer

(

Keep Perform Specify
.... Lengthen Prepare .... Square

Limit.. Remove Straighten
Manipulate ° Repel!' Time
Measure 'Replace 'Translikr

Move Report '', Weight
Operate Reset -:

..--

Plant Set'
Sketch.

Solve . ..1

.

. -
N

r.
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Arts Behaviors

Assemble Dot IllusLte Press Stamp
Blend Draw we Melt Roll Stick
Brush
Build

Drill,

Fdld

Mix
Mold

Rub

Sand
Stir

Trace
Carve Form - Nail Saw frim
Color ' Frame Paint Sculpt Varnish
Construct Hammer Past Shake Wipe
Cut, ,

Dab

Handle
Heat

Pat

Pour-
Sketch
Smooth

Wrap

/-"Study" Behaviors

Arrange
Categorize
Chart

Cite

Circle

General
C

Buttop

Clean
Clear
Close
Cover

ComOile
Copy

Yiagram
FiRd

Follow

Itemize

Label,

Locate

Look
Map

Appearance-, Health, and Safety

Dress

. Drink
* Eat

Eliminate
Empty

Miscellaneous

Aim
,Attempt'

Attend
Begin
Buy
Come
Complete
ConSider
Correct
Crease
Crush'

'Designate
'Determine

. '''Deveiop

Discover
Distribute
DO

prhP
End" r.

Erase
- Expand

Extend
* Feel

Fit

Fix

Clip ;

Get

Give
Grind
Guide
Hand
Hang
Hold
HoOkt
Hun4i
Include -

Infoni
Lay:

Fasten
Fill

Go
Lace

Stop

1

Lead

Lepd

Let

Light
Mend
Mis

Offer
Open_
Packs

Pay

. Peel

Oosition
Present
Produce
Propose°
Provide°

Put-

Raiste

*_TAKEN FROM STATING BE4AV4ORAL O &JECTIVES

.,* . .-

) .

' i 88.

Mark
Name
Note
Organize
Quote

Taste
Tie

Unbutton
Uncover
Untie

73 7.-

Record

Reproduce
Search :

Sort

Underline

Wait
Wash _

Wear
,Zip

Relate Stake
Repeat Start

Return Stock
Ride-- Stiire

Save Suggest
ScraCch Supply
Send .Support-

Serve
Sew
Share 0

sharpen.
Shoot

Shorten
' Shovel`

Strut

Signify a
SHP 'Iv

,51jade .-

Aped

Tear
Touch
Try
TwiSt
Type
Use

Vote
'Watch

Weave.

_Work

FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION by -

Norman _E. GronJund
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OBJECTIVE/ITEM CHECKLIST*

1. What performance is stated in the objective?

2. What is the performance?

INDIICATOR

OVERT COVERT? Main intent is clear?

Add an indicator YES NO

Test the indicator:
revise as needed

3 What overt performance

4. 46tiorm'ance

YES

>*".1

V

CAN'T TELL

Clarify the
objet ve

is asked fot4
4
by the objective?

is asked for by the item7

match?.mances-

NO
,;t1

Revise q reject the item

6. Do objective and item. conditi s much?

YES c'
e;, 4

Rev se orofeject the 'tom

Item is potentially Usefucifor testing
whether.the'objective has teen achieved.

*Courtesy of Mager Associates, 1hc.

4
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMEN; OF EDUCATION
(

BUREA`U:OF LEARNING SYSTEMS
?tb"-

DIVISION Zr-F, -INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Name: '

PERE

rriculum Area:

75

. a

DIRECTIONS: List under the headings below the task which'Y
plish in this workshop. q This learnin pontract Will' Mot as a
reference point to measure your progress during and at the ea
of the workshop. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the work

.

shop's enabling objectives. 4

JP-

1., Share (1, 5) my personal beliefs about learning
systems

Assist (3, 4) others in achieving the objectives
of the wofkshop

Discriminate the domains (6) and levels (7) 16f'

.learning

4. Discriminate (8) the'elements ofeterminal'and
enabling objectives

5. Write ,(9) original terminal and enabliag objec-

tives in the three domains of learning

Identify (11) and explain (12, 13)- the elements

of the learning system
,

II

-

7. Write (2,.18, 19,'20) an iDriOnal example of a
learning system

/ h
8. Analyze"and evaluate (14) mOlearning system

9. Identify (15) and whplain (16) the basic prin%_-
1

,Ciples of flowcharting educational, taiR1

10. Flowchart (17) your leerning system activities
.

.

*Comments may bilcontinued op badk of Ave.

>

U< al
C* _
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.
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

EAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISIOOFINSTRUCTIONALLEARNING SYSTEMS'

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Tell it like it is!

Check one or more of-the days you feel yoi learned the most during.this
workshop.

`.

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday--

4

Circle tha face that best agrees with ybur feelings.

Corn

1r

lete any of, ha-setlfences which youfeel

I w sh that we

are a ro riate.

76

realry.liked-the way
,

It seems to me that-.

, What this workshoVneeds is

'

91
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,Name

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING 'SYSTEMS
404

PREASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Part I. DIRECTIONS
, objectives

questions.
to your re

- In order-id_determine your entry level in regard to the
for this workdhop, answer yes or no to the following
Use the comments column to provide additional information-

,

sponses.
. /-

1. Are you'familiar wj'th sys-
teMatic approaches to
instruction?

2. Can_you design a learning
sequence based on a systeMs
'approach?

3. Can-yoy,design flowcharts
describing earning'tasks?

4. Can you di:criminate the
three domains of behavior?

5.1 'C'an yoU discriMinate the

levels- of the domairis?

Can you identify the
elements of; a -terminl-

1;-.:

objective? I

1

-,1YW
..

,

Yes No Comments

7. .Can you identify the,'
elements of an enAlingl
objective?

8: Can you discriminate
between, terminal and

, enabling objectives?

A

9. iCan you write terminal/
enabling,objectives that
reflect tHe,elemens-
idenified in Nos. 6
and 7?

a

4

";:: 71

,l

.
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Preassessment Checklist - f

10. Can you match learninq-
objectiyes with modes
of instruction?

a.

Yes No Comments

Part II. In the space below, define the term model.

ti

a

Part LIM. In t/hT space below, flowchart an e

1 processes, decisions, etc.).

r

4

I
cation ta k (i.e., th

r94
r

7

1



WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

,BUREAU OF LEARIIING.SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

PARTICIPANT DATA QUESTIONNAIRE (PDQ)

,-f. Check your sex: % Mate',

Female

2. Check your age category:. 25 or under 44-50
26-30-----
31-35 56-60
36-40 61-65
41-45 65 and up

3. 'Check the highest' formal educational level yOu have attained:.

. High School or Less
Post Secondary, Technical, or Business School

a s Bachelors Degree
Bachelors Degree Plus
Masters Degree
Masters Degree Plus
Doctors Degree

....
, . ,

4. Indicate the number o yew's, to. the nearest one-half year, of years of
classroom teaching ex ecience,'at any level, you have completed. (One

1year is,taken to be o 6 school year, i.e., 9-10 months.)

;-

yep rs

5. Indicate he number f years of ed cational supervisory or admini trative
experi n &you have completed. Th number of years, which may be either
9 or 1 months each for this sponse are meant to be exclusive of the
years. n the questi n number f ur response.

years

Check thethe educatiokil level you most identify or deal with:':

. ;

Elementary .

1 Secondary
I I

-. ,

,
1 Elementary and secondary combined I. .

, ; \

4.
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DIRECT4ONS:
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LAST 4 S.S. NOS.

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'

BUR4U OF LEARNING. SYSTEMS
,

DIVISION -OF INSTRUCTI0,1)AL LEARNING SYSTEM5

SELF-RATINGS OF WORKSHOPAPICS (SOWT)
,

Give yourself a point value for each Of the currOc4rOn concepts
listed in*the right -hand column in accordance ,th-the numerical
scale below.

1. The.term has no meaning
' to me.

'2; I have heard or:seen the
term*but the concept is
unclear.

3. I have a genera} Idetof
the meaning:

4. I have some specific
knowledge andior'expe-
rience with,tfris concept. 1

I have 'studied the topic
in depth and /or have had
mu h contact through
ob ervation or praCtice.

a

itivity TreOhlh-g,

mains of Behavior
DLf *ren.tiated taff,ing

ting
tompu er-Assisted Instruction
Learningyackbg4 c.

Micro-TeechingNc_
8: Educational Pa-rk-

9. Instructional Objectives
10. -Paraprofessional
11. Interaction Analysis
12. .CUOIDens'atory-Educatio'n

13. A Learning system Model
- 14. National ssessment

PerfOrmanc Contracts,

16. Simulation Games -

17. Vouch'er Pj ns

18. -Mini-t rses

Crit' ;ion'-Referen ed 'Measurement
20. -Humanistic EducANon
2]. .yndividuiliked Instruction
22. Account4bility

Competency -Based Education'
M n

11t

96
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LAST 4 S.S. NOS.

WEST-VIRWIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS

DIVISION OF:INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

VALUES INVENTORY PAGE (VIP)

DIRECTION.p: Below.you will fihd a set of six valu s With a short phrase
explaining the value named. Beneath each valueis a scale
ranging from l' (the lowest point value),,to.10 (the, highest
point value). You are to determine hew much each stated
value means to you along the continuum represented bythe
1-10 point value scale. Indicate by a check mark, etc., a
point along the scale as drawn that corresponds to the
'importance you attach to the value.

I

Last, rank'ihe values in order of their importance to you.
Indicate your rankings'by placing the number (ole being
highest) of each varue'S rank in the boxn front of the
value name:

A. EQUALITY, brotherhood, equal opport'uni'ty for'all

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9 10

.
'B.. TRUE FRIENDSHIP, Close companionship

1 2 - 3, 4 5 6 7 8 9 - l0

N 1

1

.

._. .

'C:. 'WISDOM, a mature understanding of life',

1 - Z .3- ..: 4 5.. 6 ..7". 7'

A
D.. IMAGINATIVE, daring, creptixe

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E. LOGICAL, consistenl; rational

' 1 2 '3 4 5 6 .7

--F. INNER HARMONY, freedom from inner conflict

1; 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10,,

8 3 10

8 9 10

8 9 10

97-



LAST 4 S.S. NOS.

VIRGINIA'DEPARTMENT 0,0tDUCATION

BUREAU OF LEARNING SYSTEMS
,

DIVISION'OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS,

POST WORKSHOP EVALUATION (POWE
e.

83

During the past week you have participated in a mastery learning, com-
petency- -based workshop focusing on developing learning systems. In order
to obtain feedback about your perception and attitudes, toward the workshop,.
please react to the following items. ,, 4

4

PART I WORKSHOP ENABLING OBJECTIVES Indicate the extent of your agreement
'with the following items by circling SA (Strongly Agree)', A (Agree), 1

D' (Disagree), or SD (Strongly Disagree):

The workshop enabling objectives:
11)

1) helped me to recognize Specifically what
performahces I did during the work§-hop SA A ' U SD.

'2) helped me to recognize specifically how
well I completed the expected performances SA A D SD

3) preicribed standards which helped me to
self-evaluate my performances SA A : D SD

4) were structured so that I could self- 4'
pace my learning throughout the week SA A , D SD

.4

5) were- relevant in terms of providing me
with a model to follow in my objective
writing efforts SA A- SD

PART II WORKSHOP'' LEARNING ACTIVITIES -
The workshop learning activities:
6) were helpful to meaningful learning SA

7) were .varied enough to suit me

8) afforded me options to master the
workshop objecti*Ves

9) helped me to learn in individual cow:.
ferences with the workshop co-leaders

SA A D SD

SA, A D SD

SA A D SD

_ 10) helped the to learn from my peers In small
groups or in one'to one sessions SA A D SD

98.
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Post Workshop Evaluation - 2

PART III WORKSHOP CO-LEADERS Rate the'consultants on the following items
by circling one of the numbers on the scale from 5 (Highly Effective) to
1 (Ineffective) '-

11) presentation of materials and information
in full group settings 5' . 4 3 2 1

.12) instruction in small group Settings 5 4 0 3 2.?. 1

13) instruction in individual conferedces 5 4 3 . 2 1

14) overall helpfulness and attitude in
aiding. you to solve problems 5 4 3 2 1 ,

15) Organization of learning materials
and-learning activities 5 4 3 2 1

PART.IV EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK TECHNIQUES Rate the following .techniques
in terms of helping you to master the workshop objectives by 'ell:cling one
of the numbers on'the scale from 5 (Highly Important) to 1 (Unimportaht)

16) pretesit 5 . 4 3 2 1

17) the perforMance. record 5 4 , 3 . 2, 1

18) s le learning system evaluation

checksheet. . , 5 4. 3 2 1

...

Ti-

. .. ,

-
5 4 3 1

I., 5 4 . 3 2 1

19') orakofeedback

20) written feedback

PART.V OPEN REACTIONS-- In the space below or on the back of this sheet,
please comment on any item of the workshop. In addition, please add any
(personal reactions which, you feel are important in terms of assessing the
value of this workshop to you.

I
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WEST VI RGINI A' DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

'BUREAU OF LEARNING - SYSTEMS
, ,

DI VI S IO71 OF INSTRUCTiONAL 't.EARNING SYSTEMS

LAST !i:S.S,140S.

.

A SCALE FOR MEASAING ATTITUDES TOWARD ANY PRACTICE*

POIRECTION: Following it a list of statements about selected practices.
Place a plus sign (+) before each statement with which you agtee with
reference to the practices listed to the left of the statem nts. Please
be sure to insert the 'plus signs in the proper "box' under t three.
practices listed. Hint: It would be easiest to start wi(t_tr-,.6eractice
and go down that column only before starting to respond 6? the otlwr
practices.

>-,... (..7 I-
., I -- Z lai 1--

)....P -- C) L. Z
C..) Z Z 0 LL. I.LJZ= 4.0 CeZ <CL.
1.).J < I-- CL 0 ,
I-- I-- ,Ul Z tn 0 =Lis 0 < ...3 U.1 -.I V)
C. u_I C-) } cr) tylZ" = U.I V) > CC0 < 0 = >,- , = LIJ 0
C..) al 1.1.1 I-- V) I-- CP

C

I. Has an irrestible attraction for me.

2. I like tHis practice too well to give

3. ,Serves a good purpose.

4. Develops cooperation.

5. Should be appreciated by more pedp11.

6. Has advantages.

. ;

t.

7. -There is9no-reason for stopping this practice.-

8. Is all right in a few.CaSeS. *
- ,

192 My likes and dislikes fOl-,,,this.hractice'are balanceL

10. I dislike this praceice;tht-111, hot object. to othei:s'
liking it.

.
11. Isn't so bad, but it is very, boring-.

Has.several'UnOesJrable features.

13. ShouldRot be tolerated when there'are so manybatter,V
ones. ,

--"

14. Life-would be happjek r withOut.this Oractize%
4 ' ,

15. It is a Waste 6f time and mOney.

100
\



D 2

A.4'4cW' 'For Meagurin Atti.tuc4s, Toward Any Practice 2

'0

Accompl.igfies Rocking worthwhile either
iCncivicbtial or .'sociefy.

.,
17,. is ijne waw:Athing (know.

9

c

O

C

41 a

*Copyright, The Purdue-,Research F.ouncRation, 1960
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